CHAPTER 7

THE BALANCED WAR EFFORT, OCTOBER 194 3
TO JUNE 194 4
I—NEW CONDITION S

OWARDS the end of 1943 and early in 1944 the chronicle of th e

T civilian side of the war effort becomes more and more a description

of administrative machinery . Somewhere battles are being fought, some where an enemy is still being opposed, but on the home front most o f
the talk is of priorities, production programmes, manpower releases ,
screening of demands, reviews and allocations . The piles of documents
mount, the army of public servants grows larger, committees spawn ne w
committees .
Through the mass of paper and the multitude of clerks that began t o
silt up the war effort can still be discerned two streams of Australia n
administrative effort . On the civil side is the persistent attempt to pus h
a way through the conflicting claims on manpower to the ideal of a
balanced war effort . On the military side is the hope still to participat e
in offensive operations and the endeavour to find the appropriate way in
which this ambition can be achieved . Gradually, too, a third stream
appears, an offshoot perhaps of the thwarted ambition to take part i n
the higher direction of the war—a stream of activity which seeks it s
outlet in international affairs in a more general sense than membershi p
of a wartime alliance .
The Australian Government had arrived at a point where it could n o
longer hope to determine a fixed course of Australian policy but had t o
reconcile the various courses on which it was impelled by its own desire s
and by influences from the outside world . Its chief practical task for a
large part of the year 1944 was to balance the demands of the Australia n
forces for men and material, the demands of the United States forces fo r
food, general supplies, works and services, the commitments to the Unite d
Kingdom for foodstuffs, and the essential needs of the Australian civilia n
population . A person engaged in a feat of balancing becomes mor e
interested in equilibrium than in progress .
From October 1943 onwards the records of the War Cabinet revea l
much less concern with higher strategy than they had previously shown .
Ministers settled down to the handling of administrative routine and th e
discussion of matters solely affecting Australia . From November 1943 t o
June 1944 there is not a single minute recording any significant decisio n
relating to higher policy . The War Cabinet's agenda dealt with munitions ,
aircraft and ship building programmes, details of administration of th e
Australian forces, procedures for the approval of expenditures, the placin g
of orders and the assignment of production . The major decisions take n
by the War Cabinet during this period related to details of the allocation
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of Australian forces, Australia's commitments to the United States force s
and claims for manpower . The main differences of opinion and the majo r
pressure that came from below concerned procedure and departmenta l
responsibility . The "departmental view " became a more usual term tha n
the "over-all objective" . Whenever one sinks a shaft into the administration one forms the impression of a number of able but limited men doin g
their own tasks with enthusiasm and devotion in their separate tunnels .
Gradually they converged on daylight . Post-war reconstruction eventually
gave direction and higher purpose to their labours and the final singlenes s
of policy and a higher purpose was found in Australia in preparations fo r
the peace and reconstruction after peace . Early in 1944 the War Cabine t
had started modestly enough to think of such matters as reconstructio n
training for the discharged members of the services and the disposal o f
surplus stores, and they even gave more than one meeting to conside r
what shirts, socks and civilian suits should be supplied to discharge d
soldiers and whether the Government should design the dresses to be give n
to discharged servicewomen or, having regard to the multitudinous variet y
of womanly charm, give each girl a five pound note to deck herself .
Gradually, too, as each of the administrative tunnellers started to think o f
the effect of his wartime work on post-war affairs they started to discove r
common answers .
The Government showed clear signs of being bothered by demands o f
various kinds and of temporarily not being able to see the " over-al l
picture" . Certainly a good deal of the material being forced under notic e
by its advisers and administrators did not assist it in any degree to deter mine what was of greater and what was of lesser importance . Expansio n
of the aircraft industry was pressed on it with the same enthusiasm a s
post-war export opportunities in the Pacific ; the difficulties of the dairyin g
industry were represented as convincingly as those of harvesting the suga r
crop or fighting the Japanese, and neither yielded in persuasiveness to th e
case put forward for this or that item to be supplied under reciproca l
lend-lease ; the contention over some detail of the administrative machiner y
was carried on with all the vigour, ingenuity and skill in negotiation tha t
is customarily associated with high affairs of State .
Meanwhile, during this period, at the heart of Allied strategy an d
without any Australian participation, a series of conferences were hel d
that set the course for the remainder of the war .
From 19th to 24th August Mr Churchill and President Roosevelt conferred in Quebec, "under the impression of Italy's approaching surrender") .
The primary importance of the cross-Channel invasion of Europe wa s
reiterated, the target date (1st May 1944) confirmed, and agreemen t
reached that the commander of that vast operation would be an American .
In Italy the advance was not to be continued beyond the Ancona-Pis a
line, and there were discussions of possible landings in southern France .
1 W. S.

Churchill, The Second World War, Vol V (1952), p . 75 .
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There was considerable discussion of the future of the Far East and
the Pacific .
In their report at Quebec the Combined Chiefs of Staff had approved
proposals of the United States Joint Chiefs of Staff for operations in th e
Pacific . So far as the South-West Pacific Area was concerned these provided
that Rabaul was to be neutralised rather than captured, eastern Ne w
Guinea including the Admiralty Islands and the Bismarck Archipelag o
was to be seized or neutralised, and the advance was to be continue d
along the north coast of New Guinea "by step-by-step airborne-waterborn e
advances " . In Burma the plan was to capture upper Burma in order t o
improve communications with China . The high command in that are a
was to be reorganised by separating the command in India from that in
South-East Asia . The South-East Asia Command would be placed under
a British Supreme Allied Commander with an American deputy . On 25t h
August the appointment was announced of Admiral Lord Louis Mountbatten, formerly Chief of Combined Operations, as Supreme Allied Commander. The Deputy was Lieut-General Joseph W . Stilwell .
Italy signed her surrender on 3rd September, the day on which the
Allied forces crossed the Strait of Messina to the mainland, but the
announcement of the armistice was withheld until the 8th, the day on whic h
a further Allied invasion of the mainland was made at Salerno with Naple s
as its objective. By that time it was clear that there would be continue d
strong resistance by German troops in Italy .
These developments were carried a stage further at the meeting o f
foreign ministers at Moscow from 19th to 30th October . Here the intention to open a cross-Channel operation in May 1944 was re-affirmed, bu t
with reservations resulting from the need to reconsider allocations o f
divisions, and of landing craft .
Such military discussions were not public property ; the decisions on
more general matters of future United Nations policy were . A declaration
on general security covered the continued collaboration of the three Power s
in peacetime, and the establishment of machinery for international consultation ; to study these questions a European Advisory Commission wa s
to be set up . 2 Austria was to be liberated from German domination ; th e
aim of the Allies was to be the destruction of Fascism, and thereafte r
democratic government of the Italian people should be restored ; an d
Germans responsible for atrocities were to be sent back to the scene o f
their crimes for trial.
The next series of high-level conferences began with meetings at Cairo
from 22nd to 26th November . The British and American leaders an d
Generalissimo Chiang Kai-shek were present . The British and America n
leaders travelled from Cairo to Teheran for a conference with the Russians ,
which lasted from 28th November to 1st December, and then returne d
to Cairo where meetings continued from 3rd to 7th December .
At Teheran Marshal Stalin announced that it would be impossibl e
a Digest of Decisions and Announcements, No . 68, pp . 6-8 ; Evatt, 3 Nov 1943 .
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for Russia to join in the fight against Japan until after Germany's collapse ,
"then they would march together" . The Russians were informed quit e
unequivocally that the invasion of Western Europe would be launched in
May in conjunction with a supporting operation against the south o f
France . 3
The resumed conference in Cairo was mainly concerned with th e
allocation of resources to the offensives against Germany and the choic e
of a commander . As for Japan, the Americans insisted on the abandonment of a plan of the South-East Asia Command to seize the Andama n
Islands, and it was agreed that " the main effort against Japan should b e
made in the Pacific " . There, it was agreed, the aim should be to advanc e
along the New Guinea-Netherlands East Indies-Philippine axis and t o
complete the capture of the Japanese Mandated Islands in time to launch
a major assault in the Formosa-Luzon-China area in the spring of 1945 . 4
As a result of the surrender of Italy the bulk of the British Mediterranean Fleet could be spared for operations against Japan . Detailed plans
for the employment of the fleet against Japan and for the deployment o f
British forces generally against Japan after the defeat of Germany wer e
now being considered .
The public declaration after the Cairo Conference set out the aims i n
the Pacific of the Allies who were fighting Japan : they coveted n o
territorial expansion, but they intended that Japan should be stripped o f
all the islands in the Pacific which she had occupied since the beginnin g
of the 1914-18 war, as well as those territories taken from the Chinese ;
in due course Korea was to become free and independent ; and the thre e
Powers pledged themselves to persevere in operations to procure th e
unconditional surrender of Japan .
In all this the Australian Government had no part . In public Minister s
put a brave face on it and represented themselves as having been mor e
fully informed of the discussions than in fact they were, but later i t
became a stock grievance of Dr Evatt that the Cairo declaration in particular had been made without reference to Australia although it vitall y
concerned the theatre of operations in which Australia was most activel y
engaged.
Failure to consult Australia on strategy in the Pacific developed into a
strong grievance . Failure to consult Australia about Europe was resente d
as an indication that Australia was not to have a due share in the shapin g
of the peace and the post-war world . At this time Evatt developed a them e
3 The discussions at these conferences are set out in detail in J . Ehrman, Grand Strategy, Vol V
(1956), in the British official series History of the Second World War .
4 "Though the Joint Chiefs believed that the Central Pacific route of advance was strategically ,
logistically, and tactically better than the Southwest Pacific route, they also decided that i t
would be most wasteful of time and resources to move all the Allied forces from the Southwes t
and South Pacific Areas out of the firm contact with the Japanese established during th e
campaign for the reduction of Rabaul . The Joint Chiefs held that the employment of both
routes would prevent the Japanese from knowing where and when the next blow was to fall .
It was also believed that the Australian Government would react unfavorably to redirectio n
of all Allied effort to the Central Pacific . If the Southwest Pacific offensive were curtailed,
Australia might well let down in its war effort, an action which would result in a drag on al l
operations throughout the Pacific ." R. R. Smith, The Approach to the Philippines (1953), pp . 5-6,
a volume in the official series United States Army in World War II .
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which remained constant with him that Australia by the contribution o f
her forces to the winning of the war had won a right not merely to b e
heard but to take an active part in making the peace . "Australia has done
its fair share in putting out the fire which was kindled in Europe, " sai d
Evatt . "Our right to take a full and active part in the planning of th e
peace—not merely to be heard—should be assured to us . "5 It was a theme
that was to be repeated crescendo at the United Nations Conference o n
International Organisation in 1945 .
The decision to set up a European Advisory Commission was applauded ,
but while the realities in Europe might dictate that these decisions wer e
made by three governments only, "they are not to be taken as indicatin g
an intention to set up an exclusive three-power management for Europe ;
and other United Nations, including other members of the British Commonwealth, have certainly the fullest right to expect that the final executio n
of the Moscow agreements will not be undertaken without prior referenc e
to them and agreement by them" . 6 The War Cabinet, discussing the
declaration relating to the future of Japan issued by the Cairo Conference ,
referred specially to the absence of any prior consultation with the Commonwealth Government in regard to the declared policy which was of direc t
concern to Australia . ?
In decisions on the actual conduct of the war the Australian Government took no part ; they were the exclusive province of that higher direction which had come to be vested in the person of Churchill and Roosevelt .
The might of the Allies was, for the future, still to be directed primaril y
at Germany . In England the grand plan of invasion took shape in th e
massing and training of the British and American divisions, the desig n
and construction of unique equipment, and all the infinite detail involve d
in a military operation, the concept of which dwarfed anything thus fa r
attempted in war .
On the Australian home front, although danger had lessened, discomfor t
had increased . The demands on Australian physical resources brough t
about by decisions in which the Australian Government had no par t
meant that demands for sacrifice of things other than life were growing .
The human side of the Government's major problem of manpower reveal s
pictures both of hardship endured and of shady evasion . Some of the
signs of the splitting of the community begin to appear . Envy of those
in uniform who had never been in a place of danger but had access t o
a canteen for cigarettes and liquor went side by side with some resentmen t
at the self-importance of the salaried potentates who were giving or
refusing permits for this and that, and with total jealousy of the man wh o
had somehow or other managed to do well out of the war either wit h
a better job or a soft lurk . Those men who were kept in uniform in
circumstances that made them fret at inaction wondered about those wh o
Commonwealth Debates, Vol 176, p . 570, 14 Oct 1943 .
Current Notes, Vol XIV, No. 9, p . 318 .
7 War Cabinet Minute 3219, 21 Dec .
5
8
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had been "manpowered out" into a better-paid job than soldiering. Som e
got the best of both worlds by doing a non-combatant's work in a n
officer ' s uniform . The newly-inducted members of the Public Service ha d
found a life in which a tradition of serving the public was giving plac e
to the business of controlling the public . Yet the man who at his des k
would decide who should get this or that might himself be seen lingering
on a footpath until a grocer's shop was empty so that he might have a
chance of getting a packet of cigarettes from under the counter as a
special favour .
In Australia shortages were accepted by most as the lot of the civilian ,
but supplies "on the black" found a ready market . As ever, the housewif e
was the most keenly affected, and in particular the young women wh o
sought to marry and set up a home in wartime . The shortage of house s
had become sufficiently acute to persuade Dedman, as Minister for Wa r
Organisation of Industry, that his department should look into the chances ,
however slight, of relaxing the controls on building, and of releasin g
suitable manpower . War workers were being housed in temporary structures, in hostels, and in "sleep-outs "—detached one-room structures in
suburban back gardens . Domestic refrigerators were almost unprocurabl e
because they were needed by the forces and by essential civilian services .
Furniture manufacturers were now restricted to "utility" styles ; cutler y
was hard to get ; household linen had been rationed since June . People
turned to the second-hand dealer whose trade had never before been s o
brisk, and in whose windows appeared articles which in other times woul d
have been thrown out as unsaleable .
Salesmen had become ill-tempered . Supplies were short . And though
privately the customer might complain of the arrogance of some particula r
shopkeeper, he swallowed the affront . Black-market manufacture an d
traffic in a variety of goods were known and, sometimes, detected . Indee d
there was mounting Government concern over the persistence of blackmarket transactions : a committee reported the difficulties in obtainin g
convictions and the inadequacy of penalties . A special Commonwealt h
Court was announced .
Indeed, as shortages, particularly of drink and tobacco, became mor e
acute black marketing became more profitable and attracted and nourishe d
an increasing body of criminals . A member of the staff of the Sydne y
Morning Herald, writing after a week's investigation of Sydney's black
markets, reported that adulterated Scotch whisky was being sold by stree t
pedlars for £4 and £5 a bottle and that these pedlars were links in a
chain with its own road transport system between Melbourne and Sydney .
Empty Scotch whisky bottles with labels and seals intact were bringin g
5s . each . Motor-car tyres were being sold for about four times the fixe d
price . Cartons of American cigarettes were being hawked for £1 or £1 .5s .
The writer of the article, who had been in England during the greate r
part of 1942 and 1943, said that some officials admitted that the Government might have unwittingly contributed to the causes of black marketing

"There's room for one more .
Percy Lindsay in Bulletin (Sydney) 12 Jul 1944
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" by excessive zeal in producing regulations or by inefficient distribution " .
"An enforcement officer," he added, "admitted that the black market i n
liquor would be less serious if Australia had followed the British exampl e
of making adequate supplies of beer available even in the darkest days o f
the U-boat blockade ." 8
At this stage, in crowded Brisbane for example, the beer was on ta p
in the bars for only two or three hours in the afternoon . The bars wer e
crowded by 4 p .m ., presumably mostly by men who had ceased wor k
early so as not to miss the beer . It is probable that more man-hour s
were wasted in this way in the search for liquor and tobacco than wer e
gained by reducing the number of people working in breweries and tobacc o
factories . Perhaps the severe restriction of these amenities was largel y
due to the existence at the top of a Prime Minister who regarded "austerity "
as a positive good and of academic economists who omitted to take huma n
factors into account .
The country saw the Government conducting a series of conference s
with coal-miners, in which the miners presented, and the Government
considered, a list of demands for the present and future organisation o f
the industry . The country read the Prime Minister's frank admission tha t
consumption of coal was greater than supplies ; lighting restrictions wer e
imposed, not now as a military precaution, but to save fuel and power .
But strikes in the coal industry, as in others, continued . City travellers
walked when transport workers stopped for a day to discuss their grievances .
There were signs of social change . Newspapers reported increase d
juvenile crime . New controls were announced : photographic materials ,
ice cream, condensed and powdered milk and fresh cream, cocoa, chocolat e
and confectionery, some building materials such as asbestos sheets an d
processed wood, furniture and canvas ware, household utensils . But ne w
controls were imposed less often than formerly and many of them wer e
concerned with food . There was talk of meat rationing in October, an d
it began in January 1944 .
The tide had even begun to set in the opposite direction, either i n
response to new demands for food (as when petrol rations were onc e
more issued to pleasure boats because they might be used for fishing an d
so augment the supply), or in response to the passing of the most acut e
phase of the war . Schools occupied by the services were being returne d
to their former use in all States . 9 Despite continued exhortations to live
frugally, to practise austerity, and, as in the previous Christmas, to restric t
Christmas spending, there were signs that even the Government wa s
prepared to relax a little . Lights were on again in areas south of Rockhampton (but not advertising signs) ; racing restrictions were lifted t o
permit a meeting on the first Saturday in each month ; even the carriage
of racehorses was once more discussed . The newspapers were permitte d
a 5 per cent increase in their newsprint ration .
B

Keith Newman in the Sydney Morning Herald, 4 and 5 Jul 1944 .

9 War Cabinet Minute

3117,

3

Nov

1943 .
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One minor indication of the more relaxed outlook was a decision o f
the War Cabinet, on the recommendation of the Defence Committee, tha t
bulk petrol and oil storages, explosives depots and certain other installations need no longer be camouflaged and that the coastal area withi n
which service installations generally should be camouflaged was to b e
bounded in the south by the Tropic of Capricorn instead of a line fro m
Jervis Bay to Fremantle . '
On 8th December the War Cabinet reviewed the role of the Voluntee r
Defence Corps . Its strength was dwindling . Whereas in June 1942 3,60 9
were on full-time duty and 94,568 on part-time duty, in September 194 3
the numbers were 2,511 and 85,675 . The original role of the corps ha d
been static defence of each unit's home district . This had now become a
secondary task and the primary one was to be ready to man anti-aircraf t
batteries, coast defences and searchlights in an emergency . Other emergency tasks had been given to nine battalions north of the Tropic o f
Capricorn in Queensland and one battalion in Western Australia . The
V.D .C . men on full-time duty were performing a variety of duties an d
their conditions of service were identical with those of the remainder o f
the army . The training time of part-time members averaged about six
hours a week on night parades or at week-ends .
The War Cabinet adopted a series of recommendations by Genera l
Blarney concerning the corps . There was for the present to be no actio n
to reduce the activities of the units ; every practicable measure was t o
be taken to ensure that men charged with preparing to man anti-aircraf t
guns, searchlights and coast defences should become efficient ; and th e
Prime Minister should make a statement making it clear to all that th e
war was not yet won and the V .D .C . would remain an integral part of
the army filling a necessary role . 2
In May 1944, however, it was decided to free members of the corp s
not engaged in the "primary role " from "a substantial portion of thei r
responsibility for attendance at regular parades" . This decision affecte d
about half the members of the corps .
In November 1943 the Chief of the Naval Staff had informed the Wa r
Cabinet that there had been no attacks by submarines on Australian ship s
in Australian waters since 16th June ; the successful operations agains t
Rabaul had reduced the likelihood of attacks in southern waters . Th e
Advisory War Council agreed to a recommendation that shipping sout h
of Brisbane should no longer be escorted . 3
As a result 28 ships were held up in Melbourne because of the refusa l
of the crews to sail unescorted . The Prime Minister on 21st Decembe r
instructed that six of them were to be manned by naval crews .4 Mr W . Bird ,
secretary of the Victorian Branch of the Seamen's Union, invited the nava l
authorities to explain to the seamen the reasons for the change . This
'War Cabinet Minute 3118, 3 Nov 1943 .
a War Cabinet Minute 3118, 3 Nov 1943 .
a Advisory War Council Minute 1249, 11 Nov 1943 .
4 Advisory War Council Minute 1275, 22 Dec 1943 .
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was done, and on 25th December it was announced that the seamen ha d
returned to their ships .
On 4th February 1944 the War Cabinet approved a further recommendation of the Chief of the Naval Staff that in order to provide enough
escort vessels for the protection of shipping in the waters of New Britain
and northern New Guinea the coastal convoys operating between Sydne y
and Brisbane should be discontinued ; but this time the maritime union s
were to be informed before this action was taken . "
The period from the last quarter of 1943 until the end of the wa r
might well be found by the future student of Australian social an d
political change to repay meticulous attention . The crisis of 1942 had
jolted the Australian nation out of an accustomed way of life and th e
measures taken by the Government to meet that crisis had disturbed an d
jumbled together the customary relationships of people and institutions .
No society can return to the old ways and re-erect itself on the old pla n
after such a disturbance . During late 1943 and 1944 the post-war socia l
and political history of Australia begins . 6
The decisions made on manpower and on industry in this period ma y
well be found to have given a start or to have erected a barrier agains t
this or that industry or this or that citizen . The methods introduced may
have helped shape post-war attitudes and relationships . The expectation s
of benefits either for the individual or the group were stimulated . Th e
relationships of government to the people were altered and the role o f
government in all aspects of the life of the community became mor e
dominant . The ideas about who was important and who was worthy o f
respect, or at least worth cultivating, began to change radically . Secondary
industry deepened its foundations ; primary industry added some top
storeys . Cultural influences broadened both with closer personal contac t
with Americans and with growing awareness that two foreign monster s
of the past—Russia and China (at that time seen as the " democracy "
founded by Sun Yat Sen)—were gallant and admirable allies . Communis m
was studied less for its content than it was respected for its inspiratio n
of the defenders of Stalingrad, and, in some quarters, the classical ballet ,
founded under the Tsars, became the symbol of the artistic advancemen t
that was possible only in the enlightened Soviets . The upsurge of interest
in the ballet in Australia was one of the most marked artistic phenomeno n
of the day .
It is probable that the student of the future will find that the Labou r
Government of Australia was not fully aware of and that its intellectua l
advisers tended to misread the nature of the changes that were takin g
place and the nature of the situation that was likely to arise after th e
war . Among the politicians there was too simple a belief that the wartime
War Cabinet Minute 3321, 4 Feb 1944 .
° This paragraph and the following paragraphs should be read as having been written befor e
1951 . As stated in the Preface, the author deliberately refrained from writing into this volum e
the experience of later years .
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powers they exercised would be an acceptable standard for post-wa r
government, too ready a disposition to believe that Labour had no w
been "given its chance" and that it ought to take the chance while i t
held good, too easy an assumption that both votes and powers, whic h
the people had given to them because of the wartime situation, had bee n
given to them on their merits as a political party . Consequent on thei r
view that this was Labour' s chance to establish itself, there was also th e
beginning of that post-war concentration on receiving the annual dividend s
of politics that was to make the Labour Party a conservative and, in som e
respects, a reactionary party rather than the visionary and radical part y
it believed itself to be . Perhaps a more penetrating historian of the Labou r
Party may find too, in 1943 and 1944, not only the first signs of th e
inability of the post-war Labour Party in Australia to think its wa y
through the post-war political issues, but the consequent inability to decid e
on the way in which traditionalist and conservative elements in the part y
could be accommodated to the more radical and, indeed, revolutionar y
elements which had come from the discard to the top in the unusua l
circumstances of 1943-44 .
As a narrative, the events of 1944 on the Australian home front ar e
often dull . They brighten when read as the beginning of the story o f
the post-war years . One quality of their dullness is that they appea r
against the background of great events and major decisions being made
in the world outside Australia .
2—AFTER THE ELECTIONS—COAL AND CENSORSHI P
After the elections, when the Labour Party Caucus voted to choose th e
members of the Ministry, they presented Curtin with only one newcomer ,
Mr Calwell, member for Melbourne, who had served one term in Parliament . They also presented him again with Ward, who had been off dut y
pending the outcome of the inquiry into his allegations regarding th e
Brisbane Line . Lawson, Minister for Transport, was not re-elected b y
the party .
Under the Labour Party practice a Prime Minister does not choos e
his own Ministers, but has the right to allocate portfolios . Curtin gave
Ward the portfolio of Transport previously held by Lawson and tacke d
on to it another of the less esteemed posts, External Territories, previousl y
held by Senator Fraser, and, in wartime conditions, involving few duties .
Thus Ward found himself deprived of Labour and National Service an d
relegated to two portfolios previously held by more junior Ministers and ,
at that stage, of little significance . ?
7 The

reappointment of Ward to Cabinet after his suspension may provide a minor point for
discussion by students of Australian conventions on the formation of Cabinet . The reasons
why Curtin suspended him had not been removed by the report of the Royal Commissioner, wh o
found himself unable to answer three of the questions raised in his terms of reference becaus e
Ward, claiming privilege, would not appear before the Commission . The political fact, however,
is that the Labour Party Caucus, in re-electing Ward to the Ministry, had taken on itself th e
responsibility of cancelling any disqualification he may have had and also, in effect, had directe d
Curtin to reinstate him. Whatever the convention might be thought to be, the reality is tha t
Curtin could not have observed it except by making an issue of his own leadership .
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Holloway, trusted and trustworthy, received Labour and National Service, and Fraser took his place as Minister for Health and Social Services .
The newcomer, Calwell, the most junior of the team, was given Information, which had previously been held by the Postmaster-General, Ashley .
Ashley, instead of Keane, was made Vice-President of the Executiv e
Council . In the party election Dedman had risen three places in seniority .
The slight rearrangement reflected no change in Curtin's approach t o
the tasks before his Government . The appointment of the new Minister ,
Calwell, to Information, appears to be of a piece with the deliberat e
lessening of the importance of that department in the twelve month s
preceding the election but, if so, Curtin had picked the wrong man t o
sit quietly by the sickbed of a dying and unwanted department.
The membership of War Cabinet and Production Executive remained
unchanged .
Soon after the resumption of Parliament the future of the Advisor y
War Council became uncertain . After the change of Government in 1941 ,
Menzies, Fadden, Spender and Hughes continued as members and McEwe n
joined it . From August 1942, Page was co-opted as an additional membe r
from the Opposition .
The council had been meeting less and less frequently and from 8t h
July to 7th October 1943 no meeting was held . After the elections Curtin
indicated that the council would be continued, as he himself would hav e
expected it to be continued if the result of the elections had been otherwise .
He regarded it as "integral to the machinery the Labour Party devise d
for the conduct of the war" . 8 When it met on 7th October the Prim e
Minister announced that the arrangement for the co-opting of Sir Earl e
Page to attend meetings had been discontinued ; the Treasurer, Mr Chifley ,
had also resigned as a member of the council . Henceforward the Government representatives would be Messrs Curtin, Forde, Evatt, Beasley an d
Makin .
In subsequent months the council met more frequently—about onc e
each fortnight . In February 1944, however, Menzies and Hughes tendere d
their resignations after a U .A .P . meeting at which it was decided tha t
"having regard to present political circumstances" its members shoul d
no longer participate, and that, in the absence of any all-party administration, the essential war and reconstruction effort could best be served b y
the party "resuming full freedom to express its views on the floor o f
Parliament" . 9 Fadden also sent a letter in which he criticised the charte r
and method of procedure of the council as "falling short of making tha t
body the most effective instrument for its avowed purpose" . Nevertheles s
the Country Party was prepared to continue to provide members if Curti n
thought there should be consultation between them .
These resignations prompted suggestions that the council might b e
8
9

Digest of Decisions and Announcements,
Digest of Decisions and Announcements,

No . 63, p. 11 .
No . 76, p. 30 .
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terminated, but Curtin disagreed . In his view the council had somethin g
of value to contribute . Matters incidental to defence which could not b e
discussed in Parliament should be known to representative members o f
the Opposition . Curtin therefore took steps to fill the vacancies and Pag e
formally became a member on 24th February 1944 . Spender ignored th e
U .A .P . decision and continued to attend the council . On 19th April Hughe s
resumed membership of the council .
The Seventeenth Parliament was opened on 23rd September 1943 . In
the House of Representatives the Government had a majority of 49 to 2 4
and also retained the support of two Independents . In the Senate it could
look forward to a majority of 22 to 14 when the new Senators took thei r
seats after 1st July 1944 . In the meantime the numbers had become equal . l
At a meeting on the day before the opening Menzies was restored t o
leadership of the U .A .P . Hughes did not seek re-election, an intentio n
he had voiced before the elections ; he did not feel capable, he said, of
undertaking the tremendous amount of work that a leader of the part y
would be called on to do in the next few years . He became deputy-leader . 2
Later it was revealed that the U .A .P . and Country Party had decided
to end the fusion between them, and to work as separate entities i n
Parliament . Since the U .A .P . was the larger party, Menzies thus becam e
the Leader of the Opposition . Fadden was re-elected as leader of th e
Country Party, and McEwen Deputy-Leader .
Although the new arrangement was made ostensibly because it was fel t
that each party would develop its fullest strength by not continuing in a
joint Opposition, it was agreed that on important matters the practic e
of holding joint meetings would continue, and on such matters, in th e
House, leaders and deputy-leaders would act in close cooperation .
The Budget was brought down by Chifley on 29th September . 3 H e
recalled that a year earlier Australia was facing the threat of invasio n
and to meet the danger the fighting forces were mobilised to the utmost .
The immediate danger had now passed but victory was yet to be won .
It was essential that the national effort be reorganised "not only t o
take account of the definite limit to our physical resources but also t o
ensure such balance between our military and civil activities as will mak e
a maximum contribution to the Allied war effort" .
After pointing out that more than 50 per cent of the working population
was engaged in the war effort—in the fighting forces, defence construction, manufacture of munitions, and producing essential supplies an d
services for both the Australian and Allied services—the Treasurer sai d
that this diversion of manpower from civil requirements to war needs ha d
r After the death of Senator E . B . Johnston (Country Party, Western Australia) in Septembe r
1942, the casual vacancy had been filled by Senator C . G . Latham (Country Party) . At the
general elections in August 1943 Labour had won this casual vacancy as well as the thre e
regular vacancies in Western Australia . The new Senator for the casual vacancy was sworn i n
immediately while the three filling the regular vacancies waited until the following July t o
take their seats .
2 After Hughes ceased to attend party meetings in April 1944, E . J . Harriscn became deputy-leader .
3 Commonwealth Debates, Vol 176, pp. 155-249 .

DECREE NISI BY CONSENT, WITH CUSTODY OF CHILD .
Frith in Bulletin (Sydney) 29 Sep 1943

After the 1943 election Menzies (U .A .P . leader) and Fadden (Country Party leader )
are divorced but Menzies still has Hughes on his hands .
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about reached its limits . The requirement for supplies was getting greater
than Australia's capacity to produce them .
By 30th June 1943 the total cost of the war had reached £1,107,000,000 ,
mainly provided by taxation (£363,000,000), loans (£474,000,000) an d
Treasury bills (£259,000,000) . The Treasurer pointed to the danger o f
Treasury bill finance in building up new purchasing power in the hand s
of the public at the very time when the Government was acquiring fo r
war purposes an increasing proportion of the resources normally devote d
to civilian use . A rise in prices and inequitable distribution of goods wa s
being prevented, however, by rationing and by price control . Other pric e
stabilisation measures were being taken to control not only prices to th e
consumer but costs to the producer . All these restrictions must be maintained and there could be no relaxation on the home front because operations in the field were going well .
The external exchange position was satisfactory, export income havin g
been maintained, imports reduced and no further loans raised overseas .
Under the Lend-Lease plan a considerable volume of goods had bee n
obtained from overseas and since March 1942 Australian reciprocal ai d
to the American forces had increased . In the coming year it was expected
to reach £100,000,000, or one-sixth of the total war expenditure b y
Australia .
For 1943-44 war expenditure was estimated at £570,000,000—an
increase of £8,250,000 over the previous year—and expenditure on purposes other than war was estimated at £144,500,000—an increase o f
£36,000,000, of which £30,000,000 would be accounted for by payment s
into the National Welfare Fund "established as an integral part of th e
Government's plans for the social security of the people" . The increase
in expenditure was almost covered by the estimated increase of £43,000,00 0
in taxation receipts as a result of increased taxes imposed in the previou s
March . The gap between expenditure and revenue was estimated a t
£403,000,000—the same figure as in 1942-43 . Chifley hoped for
£300,000,000 from public loans, with the continued use of Treasur y
bills to make good the deficiency of £103,000,000 .
This guess about loan yields became the subject of Opposition doubt s
but their criticism was restrained .
Both Government and Opposition expressed some concern about th e
future . Chifley, reiterating that Treasury bill finance builds up a body o f
excess spending power which threatens inflation unless consumption an d
spending are vigilantly controlled, said : "It will be the accumulation of
excess spending power at the end of the war which will make it necessar y
to prolong controls in the post-war period . The less the accumulation ,
the quicker controls can be removed and freedom restored ." Menzies said :
"You cannot set in movement all those great inflationary forces, whic h
the Treasury knows so well, unless you are prepared also to put int o
operation the counteracting forces . . . . If, at the end of this war, we wer e
merely to terminate rationing, prices control and all the other restrictions
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the result . . . would be chaos . . . . On the other hand, if, after this war ,
we continue indefinitely, year after year, decade after decade, to hav e
these controls then, equally inevitably, the whole of the economy, an d
the whole of the social and political life of Australia will become controlled . "
With some circumlocution he advanced the thesis of increasing the rea l
wealth of Australia through private enterprise .
Chifley in his Budget speech also described some of the work being
done by the Ministry of Post-War Reconstruction, established in December
1942, and by other agencies in planning the transition to a peacetim e
economy "and devising measures for obtaining a high level of employment and economic security in the post-war years" . He also foreshadowe d
an immigration programme to help meet "the urgent need to increase th e
population" .
On this point, too, Menzies pointed the contrast between socialism and
private enterprise .
I believe (he said) and my colleagues believe, and I hope that every civilise d
Australian believes, that our response to the great challenge of the post-war perio d
will be revealed if, five or ten years after the war, it can be said that we reall y
have been able to provide, in substance, full employment for the Australian people ;
that we have given, in substance, a real education to every person in Australi a
fit to receive it ; that we have given to every young person in the community ,
whatever his social state, a chance to do anything for which his talents hav e
fitted him ; that we have made medicine and public health services available t o
every person in the community ; and have attacked the causes of disease at thei r
source. . . . Every member of this Parliament, irrespective of party, stands fo r
these things ; but the Opposition believes that these objectives will be more quickl y
obtained if we take all the steps necessary to increase the real wealth and resource s
of Australia . That is why the Opposition believes in individual initiative and in
the reward of individual initiative .

The Budget debate of September and October 1943 contains man y
indications of the beginning of the post-war political issues between th e
parties . The whole session affords, too, a contrast between the plai n
certainty in his own mind on which Chifley, the post-war Labour leader ,
rested, and the way in which the Opposition leader, Menzies, was stil l
thinking his way towards a policy for the future, with a prospective and
not a retrospective view .
It became apparent that the completeness of the Government's victor y
at the polls had had its effect on the thinking of the Labour movement a s
well as Labour Ministers . Some members of the party might remembe r
the circumstances of the elections and the appeal to the country to giv e
the Government a clear majority for the waging of war, but as time passe d
the votes were interpreted more often as an endorsement of the part y
platform, and, remembering a decade without power, they found th e
present a time of opportunity .
Some of the Government's immediate political difficulties arose fro m
the same outlook in the industrial section of Labour . Manpower was a t
a premium . Some sections of the trade union leadership clearly thought
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that a Labour Government should use its commanding position to giv e
the workers more of what they sought . The militants became mor e
militant ; the irresponsibles more reckless .
The Government pressed ahead with plans for a comprehensive healt h
scheme, a long-standing objective of Labour's social policy ; they returne d
more vigorously to the acquisition of additional powers by the Common wealth . More and more emphasis was given to the need to plan now fo r
the time when hostilities would cease ; and, to some extent, this developin g
interest in the post-war period even obscured the Government 's views o n
the continuing demands of the war . Some people who had not espouse d
Labour's policy began to take alarm at what appeared to be moves toward s
"nationalisation" and "socialisation " .
The Federal Conference of the Australian Labour Party in Decembe r
1943 carried a resolution calling on the Government "to nationalis e
essential industries as an indispensable part of the mobilisation of nationa l
resources for the defence of the Commonwealth " ; another resolution in
favour of the nationalisation of all transport industries at an early date ;
and a third resolution to the effect that the party should start immediatel y
"a nation-wide campaign for socialism " .
This third resolution and another somewhat vague one referring to
a "plan for socialisation" do not appear to have been followed up energetic ally by the Federal Executive of the party . In practice, however, they
did not need plans or propaganda . In wartime administration stat e
control of production, distribution and exchange was the order of th e
day and in preparing for post-war reconstruction Labour thought naturall y
of a planned economy .
The election defeat had its effect on the Opposition. They had to se e
the war out and their field for campaigning against the Government wa s
narrowed by the fact that the war was still being waged and sacrifice s
still demanded . They were further "out" after October 1943 than the y
had been in October 1941, and surely none of them could have nurse d
illusions of an early return to office .
Furthermore, the leaders, the organisation and the more active sup porters of the United Australia Party were still handicapped by bein g
the progeny of a political expedient . Fortunate is the political part y
that can boast of its nativity or invent an honourable ancestry . From
1934 to the death of Lyons in April 1939 the chief reasons for th e
existence of the U .A .P . were to be found in political measures taken to
overcome the great depression . From 1939 to 1941 they had little opportunity to think of much besides war . The necessary rediscovery of their
political tradition, the necessary re-examination of their political faith ,
and the necessary re-statement of their political platform for present an d
prospective conditions in Australia had never been made . The party had
been due for overhaul in 1938 . By 1943 it was rattling in every joint .
Yet from the 1943 elections onwards it became increasingly apparent
that a victorious Labour Party was winning the war the Labour Party way .
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In wartime matters it was sometimes disregarding principles which th e
Menzies Government had thought important . In post-war planning i t
preferred the socialist method . In constitutional questions it tended toward s
greater Federal powers and unification . In international affairs it seeme d
to value the British link less than Menzies had done and saw more meri t
in governments of the Left than the U .A .P . could see, while it alarmed
the extreme Right by its exaltation of an untried "internationalism " a t
the expense of a trusted "British Empire " .
A volume which is part of a history of Australia during the war o f
1939-45 is not the place to pursue further the political history of eithe r
the Labour Party or the two non-Labour parties . It needs to be kept i n
mind, however, that during 1944 and 1945 are to be found the beginnings of the post-war political events that culminated in the elections o f
1949 . The U .A .P . post-mortems of the 1943 elections were the precursor s
of various attempts to reshape the party . The wartime Opposition, thoug h
restrained to some extent by the demands of war and by the respect
which Menzies had for Curtin and for the wartime duty he was trying t o
perform in the face of considerable political difficulties, was re-learning
the nature of the political contest in those years . A successful Labour
Party was applying its old policies . A weakened Opposition, its least
considerable people the more garrulous and its leader musing on events ,
was not immediately active but here and there the discontented in it s
ranks were beginning to preach that it must be born again if it wer e
to gain a hope of political life .
Two problems now engaged much of the time of the Government —
coal and censorship . '
During 1943 the numbers of disputes on the coalfields rose, and th e
amount of coal won declined, until in October, the election now being out o f
the way, the Prime Minister announced bluntly to the nation that measure s
must be introduced to conserve coal because current stocks were inadequate
to meet an emergency . 8 Out of a possible output of 12,748,000 tons ,
2,502,000 had been lost, and, of this, the loss of 2,075,000 tons had bee n
caused by absenteeism and strikes .
The union officials had continued their cooperation with the Governmen t
in efforts to persuade miners to increase production by reducing absenteeis m
and eliminating strikes . But the country was presented with the spectacle ,
on the one hand, of unions which were unable to control their members ,
and, on the other, of a Government which announced stern disciplinar y
measures but failed to impose them .
The Prime Minister 's October announcement had been preceded b y
conferences . One of 5th October 1943 was attended by Curtin, Beasley ,
Holloway and Ward for the Government, by Mighell9 and Orr' for th e
For earlier discussion of coal, see Chanter 4, Section 3, of the present volume .
8 Digest of Decisions and Announcements, No . 65, p . 16 .
9 Sir Norman Mighell, CMG . Chairman, Repatriation Commission 1935-41 ; Commonwealth Coal
Commissioner 1941-46 . B . Mackay, Qld, 12 Jun 1894 . Died 13 Apr 1955.
'William Orr, a former General Secretary of the Miners' Federation .
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Coal Commission, and by miners' representatives from the northern ,
southern and western fields in New South Wales, as well as members o f
the craft unions . At this conference Curtin agreed that miners shoul d
have a break of nine days in the forthcoming Christmas-New Year perio d
because, he said, "I am encouraged by the miners' representatives that i n
the ensuing three months there will be a maintenance of production a t
such a level as will ensure the Government's being able to meet bot h
its war and civil commitments ."2 Otherwise rationing would be unavoidable . But losses for the week ended on the 8th were 30,000 tons of coal ;
for the week ended on the 15th 20,000 ; and on the 17th two mines
alone had lost 14,000 tons in strikes lasting for three and two weeks .
The matter was pressed in Parliament . The Prime Minister urge d
"understanding" of the miners' problem, on the one hand, and realisatio n
by the miners, on the other, that they were "not the mere slaves o f
industry which at times they had reason to believe they were" ; and he
spoke of the importance of their labour "to the salvation of the country" .
Curtin stated his own difficulty :
Some of the disputes are, in my opinion, without justification ; some of the actions
practised by the employers are, in my opinion, absolutely without justification . I am ,
however, not an arbitration court judge ; I can only hold a view . I have not th e
responsibility to impose punishment, and, in any event, I am faced with the fac t
that it is only by miners going down into the mine that coal can be produced . Putting
them in gaol will not produce coal . There is no alternative source of labour competen t
to win coal . 3

Discipline by fining had not got far . Fines had not been collecte d
during the Attorney-General's absence abroad, and Evatt put the blame
on the State magistrates, who replied that they needed direct instruction s
before proceeding . Evatt announced that proceedings would be take n
forthwith . But again the Government stayed its hand .
The conference on the 5th had received proposals from the Miners '
Federation under two headings : industrial and political . Under the firs t
they asked for more skips, the release of mine workers from the arm y
and industry, introduction of horsewheeling in Queensland, introductio n
of some forms of underground transport, development of small black coal mines in Victoria, development of Blair Athol in Queensland, bette r
ventilation and reduction of dust, employment of inspectors to check us e
of coal, pit committees to be compulsory, other methods of income ta x
collection, electric or power boring machinery, and Christmas holidays .
The Government had various answers : that the miners' own practices
neutralised the proposed action, that some proposals were hopelessl y
uneconomic, that some matters were outside the domain of the Federation ; this or that was a matter of Government policy, or, as in the case o f
holidays, that the matter had already been decided .
Under the second group of headings the Federation proposed nationalisation, appointment of a Federal Minister for Mines, improvement and
a Digest of Decisions and Announcements, No . 65, p. 9 .
3 Commonwealth Debates, Vol 176, p . 216 .
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broadening of the Coal Commission, alteration in the set-up of th e
Central Reference Board and removal of its chairman, Judge Drake Brockman, 4 and appointment of a full-time chairman in Queensland . It
proposed that the Government should leave prosecutions and unio n
discipline alone, amend wage-pegging regulations, take over State pension s
schemes, improve the position of compensation, give assurances that ther e
would be no depression, and build special homes for medical treatment .
The Prime Minister should visit the mines .
To most of these requests the reply was that the question was on e
of Government policy—nationalisation included . On nationalisation, th e
Government argued that "under the National Security Act the Government
has full power to get from the owners what coal it requires and to pu t
it to what uses it requires . To pay a large sum in compensation to the
owners for their mines to achieve the same result would merely add to the
already colossal war budget . On prosecutions, Curtin said : "This proposal suggests that the federation's discipline is iron-clad . The fact is ,
as I have already told the federation's officers, that the authority o f
the union as a union is involved and its authority has not been maintained . "
It was on this point of union discipline that all schemes broke down .
The Coal Commission had reported on coal losses to Curtin and to the
Miners' Federation and the Australasian Council of Trade Unions . "My
readiness to agree to holidays," Curtin said, "was based on encouragemen t
given to me [that] production would rise . This looks now to be a vain
hope ." Three days later Lowden, the Southern District president o f
the Miners' Federation, sent Curtin a statement of his views . This too k
the form of an exhortation to miners :
The stoppages, many of which should, and could, have been avoided, are divisibl e
into two classes—stubbornness on the part of managements, and stubbornness on
the part of members of the Miners' Federation . Be that as it may, it is our duty
as workers in an industry that is most essential, that we should continue to wor k
as regularly as we possibly can . . . . No one can say that we have done the right
thing to our members of the forces, but it is not too late to determine that w e
will, as our worthy Prime Minister suggests, produce the necessary output to
guarantee our fellow-members of the forces the necessary break, and an assuranc e
that so far as their equipment is concerned, there shall be no lack of same s o
far as the mining community is concerned . ?

The conference was to be resumed, but before this happened, Curti n
presented in Parliament a plain statement of the parlous condition o f
the country's coal supplies, and the restrictions on consumption whic h
must be imposed . A saving of 31,000 tons a week was the target : 12,50 0
from the railways, 12,500 from industry, 1,000 from external lighting ,
and 5,000 from gas and electricity . 8 A week later the Coal Commissio n
announced that every industrial user would be expected to reduce his con 4 Maj-Gen Hon E. A . Drake-Brockman, CB, CMG, DSO, VD . GOC 3 Div 1937-42 . Judge ,
Commonwealth Arbitration Court 1927-47, Chief Judge 1947-49 . Of Perth ; b . Busselton, WA,
21 Feb 1884 . Died 1 Jun 1949 .
6 Digest of Decisions and Announcements, No . 65, p . 13 .
° Digest of Decisions and Announcements, No . 65, p . 14 .
, Digest of Decisions and Announcements, No . 65, p . 15 .
B Commonwealth Debates, Vol 176, p . 559, 14 Oct 1943 .

Today's Armstrong

. Today 's Armstrong

STERN HAND OF PAPPA !

VICTORY MARCH

Armstrong in Argus (Melbourne) 18 Oct 1943 and 24 Aug 194 5

These cartoons reflect the popular opinion that the coal miners had success fully defied authority . In the first (1943) Curtin punishes the communit y
instead of the miners . In the second, two years later, Chifley, the Prim e
Minister, as well as the community, is prostrate under the feet of the miners .
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sumption by 121 per cent ; domestic users would be put "on their honour"
to reduce consumption by 20 per cent . The Government proposed t o
increase production by prosecuting mineworkers who stayed away fro m
work and mine managements responsible for breaches of regulations ; by
mechanising mines ; by providing additional labour ; by working a second
shift in mines on the South Maitland field ; by reconsidering holidays fo r
the Christmas-New Year period ; by resuming the conference with th e
miners ; by appointing a sub-committee of Cabinet to review the machiner y
of the coal code ; and by appointing Rowland James, the Member for
Hunter (N .S .W.) as a liaison officer between the unions and the Prim e
Minister. But these decisions disappointed Wells, the Miners' President .
Only two, he said, related to practical mining questions : further mechanisation and the second shift . And about the second shift he announced : "Th e
federation has many times indicated very great aversion to working a
second shift, not only in principle, but for practical mining reasons ." 9
The Queensland railways had been exempted from the cuts because of
their role in the war ; but there were vigorous protests from other States ,
in particular New South Wales, where there was a heavy demand on th e
railway system . Nevertheless, by the middle of November, twenty-tw o
more trains had been cut out of week-end time-tables in New South Wales .
One result of the reduction in lighting was agitation for the removal o f
boards erected in front of windows for air raid precaution purposes .
Among the miners ' requests had been the removal of Judge Drake Brockman as chairman of the Central Coal Reference Board . The Prim e
Minister withdrew the Judge from the chairmanship in relation to mining
disputes and announced that Mr Willis,' a former miners' president an d
Labour Minister in New South Wales, would take his place . In th e
outcome, at a meeting on 23rd November which followed a further conference on 8th November of Government, owners and miners, the Ful l
Cabinet decided to establish a Central Reference Authority on the line s
of the Central Reference Board to deal with Miners' Federation matter s
as distinguished from those of craft unions . 2 On 10th December th e
National Security (Coal Mining Industry Employment) Regulations wer e
amended to constitute the Central Coal Authority . ? This was to consis t
of two representatives of the employers, two of the Federation and a chairman "who shall be a person who holds the office of Judge of the Common wealth Arbitration Court or Conciliation Commissioner" . Local Reference
Boards would be established and the Court was not to make an awar d
inconsistent with an award of the Authority . 4
Sydney Morning Herald, 16 Oct 1943 .
1 A. C . Willis . MLC NSW 1925-33 ; Commonwealth Conciliation Commissioner 1943-45 . B
Tonyrefail, Wales, 24 May 1876. Died 22 Apr 1954 .
2 Full Cabinet Agendum 563, 19 Nov, meeting 23 Nov .
3 Statutory Rules, No . 295 of 1943 . These inserted Part IA, "The Central Coal Authority" .
' Commonwealth Gazette, No . 263 of 15 Dec 1943, p . 2708, announced the appointment fro m
13th December of A. C. Willis, Conciliation Commissioner, as chairman, R. W . Davie an d
W . F . McNally as representatives for the employers, and H . C . Wells (General President )
and G . W . S . Grant (General Secretary) for the Miners' Federation . Willis was appointed a
Conciliation Commissioner from 13th December and thus became eligible for his appointment
as chairman .
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The year 1943 ended with an output of coal in New South Wales over
732,000 tons less than in 1942 although the number of men employe d
in the industry had risen by 400 . It was estimated that 1,294,884 tons ha d
been lost by strikes and 1,090,522 tons lost by absenteeism . Early in 1944 ,
after a general strike of all coal-mines in the Southern District of Ne w
South Wales, the Government introduced the Coal Production (Wartime )
Bill to appoint a single Commonwealth Coal Commissioner and to giv e
him extraordinary powers over the industry and the persons employed in it .
The Commissioner was charged with the duty of "securing an increas e
in the production of coal" and for that purpose was given power to tak e
control of mines, fix prices, terminate or modify existing contracts, compulsorily acquire coal, commandeer plant and equipment, to direct labou r
from the manager down to the humblest employee and do many othe r
acts of a similar kind . Perhaps his most unusual power was that, in a
controlled mine, if any person wilfully disobeyed or disregarded orders o r
failed to do his work, the Commissioner or his authorised agent coul d
make deductions from his pay—virtually impose a fine on him withou t
laying a charge or bringing him to trial . He could also banish a person
from employment in the coal-mining industry . One positive element in
the Act was that if the Commissioner required a mine owner to modif y
plant and equipment or to acquire new plant and equipment he woul d
make the necessary financial advances to him for the work to be done .
The Act also provided that Control and Local Industrial Authoritie s
were to be appointed by the Minister and would become officers of th e
Commissioner . "Broadly speaking," said Curtin, "the central industria l
authority will deal with all matters which affect the industry generally ,
whilst local industrial authorities will deal with all problems and dispute s
arising within the limits of the locality to which they are appointed ." 5
Curtin justified the need for the Bill as follows :
Whatever may be the real reason for past occurrences one thing is obvious, an d
that is that in a democracy no group of workers, just as no group of employers ,
can be permitted to arrogate to themselves the right to dictate to the Parliament ,
and so to the Government, as to the means of conducting the defence of the Common wealth and of carrying on to their maximum capacity all those services an d
industries that are incidental to that purpose . Were it otherwise, there would b e
an abdication of the functions of government . For that reason, the Government
decided to bring down this bill so that the Parliament should exercise its prerogativ e
of expressing the will of the people and directing the measures which shall b e
taken to ensure that coal shall be produced and distributed for all purposes essentia l
to the conduct of the war . 7

Previously on 6th March, when work on all mines in the souther n
district of New South Wales ceased, the Prime Minister had announced :
"The men have defied not only the Government but the leadership o f
their own union and have apparently made their minds up that coal-miner s
are able to work when they like, how they like . . . . I have only to sa y
Coal Production (Wartime) Act ; No. 1 of 1944 commenced on 8th March .
Commonwealth Debates, Vol 177, p . 444 .
7 Commonwealth Debates, Vol 177, p . 443, 23 Feb 1944 .
6
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that the law in relation to this matter is going to take its course inexorably .
No group of men can usurp the functions of the Government of Australia . " 8
It might be pointed out, however, that so far as industrial regulatio n
was concerned, the Act had prevented the miners from defying the la w
by altering the law to mean that, in accordance with the request of
the miners, they should not come under the same tribunals or be subjec t
to the same law as all other Australian workers but should have an industria l
system of their own .
On 9th March, Mighell, who had been chairman of the Commonwealt h
Coal Commission since its inception, was appointed sole Commissione r
under the new Act . He organised the Commission's activities in section s
for distribution, production, administrative, industrial, full economy an d
financial . In the industrial sphere, Mr Willis, successor to Judge Drake Brockman, was appointed as the Central Industrial Authority .
Under Mighell the Coal Commission undoubtedly brought greater
orderliness and dispatch into the production and distribution of coal an d
its extension of open-cut mining and improvement of open-cut technique s
gave valuable additions to coal supplies . But it brought no solution t o
the problems of discipline and no improvement in the recurrent industria l
stoppages . The number of days worked in 1944 was less than in 1943 an d
the output of coal in New South Wales declined by another 430,000 tons .
The year 1945 was worse still and in the last year of war the tonnag e
lost by strikes had risen to 2,466,000 tons and by absenteeism to 1,569,000 .
Acceding to the miners' requests, whether in respect of the machiner y
for handling industrial disputes or in respect of the control over owner ship and improvements in conditions in the mines, did not bring increase d
production of coal . What Curtin said to Parliament in March 1944 wa s
equally true a year later :
The miners not only refuse to respect the wishes and policy of the Government ,
but they also refuse to respect and heed the advice of their own leaders . . . . Circumstances associated with stoppages . . . cause me the gravest anxiety. They do no t
arise out of the normal disputes that unions have with employers over claims fo r
improved conditions, or for higher pay . Frankly, I do not know the basic caus e
which produces this state of mind . 9

The Government fluttered between a strong uncompromising attitude ,
and one of appeasement . The Attorney-General announced on 21st Octobe r
that fines not collected would be paid by garnisheeing wages, and suc h
garnishees would be retrospective . A week later Curtin announced that ,
on the contrary, the garnishees would not be retrospective . Then Evat t
announced that, as a result of the conference's assurances that productio n
would improve, the Government had granted an amnesty in respect o f
both uncollected fines and of all previous stoppages or breaches of th e
regulations up to the end of the previous week . Garnishees would b e
adopted from 1st November .
8 Digest of Decisions and Announcements,

No . 78, p . 1 .
Commonwealth Debates, Vol 177, p . 1065 ; Curtin, on 8 Mar 1944 .
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But the Federation itself united with its members against this method .
If the Government fines the men, said Wells, that is the Government' s
business ; if it tries to collect the garnishees that is our business . Garnishee s
provided another cause for strikes ; the Southern District Federatio n
announced that it would support strikes against garnishees . And when
the Federation suggested that it pay the garnishees, and collect from th e
miners by fortnightly deductions, miners struck on that account also : the
Federation was, they contended, making itself the collecting agent fo r
the Government .
The unresolved problem was how to extract obedience from the miners ,
and that in itself was, of course, part of the greater, and most important ,
problem, how to increase the production of coal . For to the country a t
large, and for the war effort, the vital matter remained : "The plain fac t
is that unless more coal is in production it will be impossible to maintai n
the tempo of the war ."' Solutions ranged from the rigorous disciplinar y
measures advocated by sections of the press, to the acceptance of ever y
demand made by the miners . The Government made elaborate efforts t o
avoid antagonising miners, even to the point of employing censorship o f
reports of unrest and strikes in progress on the fields . 2 Discipline by the
Federation itself had been looked for, but failed ; discipline by fines ha d
only produced strikes and an inability to collect the imposts ; use of
other labour was urged, but there remained Curtin's assessment of th e
position : "I know that only the coal-miners, men accustomed to th e
mining of coal, can give to the country the coal it needs . " 3
The result was that the Government henceforward struggled to mak e
the best of what it could get ; and solved the problem of insufficien t
supplies by restricting consumption . In the end it was the general publi c
who paid for the lack .
The result, if only faintly at first, was a lessening of sympathy with th e
miners themselves . Before the year was out they would cease to have
the sympathy of other unionists ; and in the cleavage that had appeared
between the Miners' Federation and the Labour Government sympathy la y
more with the Government than with the miners . The Federation itself,
in the figure of its General President at least, continued to exhort the
miners to do better by the Government .4
In January 1945, when stoppages and disputes were worse than ever ,
the Government appointed a Board of Inquiry under the National Securit y
(Inquiries) Regulations to inquire into and report on a wide range o f
matters relating to the coal industry, including the extent and causes of
i Curtin at conference, 6 Oct 1944 .
2 The following note, dated 29th February 1944, on a departmental file, appears to express th e
understanding that the staff of Publicity Censorship had of what was expected of them :
"Censorship's policy on the broadcasting of statements on the coal situation is that broadcastin g
cannot be used at the present time to inflame or provoke what is already a very difficult and
delicate situation on the coalfields . These are very critical days in the coal-mining industry and
it is in the national interest that nothing provocative or inflammatory can be allowed . This policy
is being applied impartially to statements by spokesmen for both miners and owners and b y
spokesmen for all political parties . . . . A good deal of provocative matter has also been kept
out of the press. "
3 Digest of Decisions and Announcements, No . 78, p . 4, 8 Mar 1944 .
4 See Common Cause, "Outlook for 1944", 5 Feb 1944,
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avoidable absenteeism, the causes of stoppages, the defects (if any) i n
the present system of industrial conciliation and arbitration in the coal mining industry and the remedy for such defects, and various aspect s
of the improvement of the health and safety and provision of amenitie s
and services for the miners . Its original members were Mr Justice Davidson °
of the Supreme Court of New South Wales as chairman with a representative of the colliery proprietors and a representative of the employees . It
commenced work immediately . Illness brought the loss of the employees '
representative and when the Miners' Federation declined to replace him ,
the Government decided in March 1946 to appoint Mr Justice Davidso n
as sole commissioner in place of the board of inquiry and later that mont h
the report was completed and presented in his single name . It has becom e
a basic document, albeit the centre of some political controversy, in th e
study of the Australian coal industry . For present purposes it will b e
sufficient to quote some of the conclusions of the commissioner that hav e
more direct relevance to wartime experience . He found that discipline wa s
almost non-existent among members of the Miners' Federation . This wa s
mainly due to weak and divided leadership, political antagonism betwee n
Communists and non-Communists, political intrigue directed towards th e
weakening and ultimate abolition of the compulsory arbitration system ,
the success achieved by nearly all strikes in gaining some concessions ,
inability or reluctance of the Government to enforce the law agains t
large numbers of individual strikers or absentees, appeasement on the part
of the Government in yielding to improper demands under threats o f
disruption of the industry, and vigorous opposition by the Federation t o
the dismissal of an employee by the management of the mines for an y
reason whatever. He held the view that most of the stoppages during th e
war were not based on a genuine grievance while many had not bee n
due to disputes with the owners or management . An absurd position ha d
been reached in which numerous minor disputes were carried to Minister s
and became major political issues—the subject of innumerable conferences .
Prosecutions might have had more force if pursued inexorably . °
The truth about the coal industry and the lives of those who work i n
it cannot be studied in a page or in a chapter of a war history . They spread
far beyond those narrow limits . Indeed it is in the very nature of thi s
subject that it refused to be changed by war as much as other phases o f
the national life were changed . When one has this uncertainty about
the hidden and less definite parts of the problem one refrains from any
judgment that the Curtin Government failed in its handling of th e
situation, and more charitably records that coal was not one of its successes . The chief admiration is reserved for Mighell and others of hi s
kind who, hampered on one hand by the fits and starts of the politica l
chiefs, and exasperated on the other with the almost meaningless conduc t
of the miners, still kept coal production as high as they did .
6
6

Hon Sir Colin Davidson . Justice, Supreme Court of NSW 1927-48 ; Chairman, Royal Commission s
on Coal Industry 1929-30 and 1945-46. B . Mudgee, NSW, 18 Nov 1878 . Died 8 Jul 1954 .
Parliamentary Papers 1945-46, No . 51, p . 47 .
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The story of the political difficulties of the Government over censorshi p
during 1943 and 1944 cannot be understood without looking first at th e
Department of Information . The new Minister, Calwell, took over a
department that was marked for the axe . As a private member he ha d
himself been one of its most frequent critics in Parliament . It is difficult
to understand what was in Curtin's mind when he allotted this portfoli o
to his most junior Minister but the events of the preceding eight month s
certainly do not support any suggestion that Calwell was put there t o
rebuild it or to be unduly active, even although he was the first Ministe r
who had Information as his sole concern . 8
The troubles of the Department of Information in the first two year s
of war have been recounted elsewhere . 9
Between December 1941 and June 1942 the department had lost mos t
of its sections in a reorganisation suggested by Ashley for promotin g
greater efficiency and achieving "the main purpose for which the department was established" . It acquired a Canberra secretariat, but the short wave news service went to the Australian Broadcasting Commission ;
Publicity Censorship, which had transferred its headquarters from Mel bourne to Canberra, went to Defence because of its special relationship t o
national security and the fighting services ; the advertising division wen t
to Treasury . The post of Director-General of Information lapsed . Th e
last occupant (whose title had been Director) resigned in January 194 2
and the chief officer of the department was thereafter known as Secretary .
A Cabinet sub-committee, appointed at the end of April 1942, 1 reporte d
very adversely on 22nd May . 2 It recommended that the department shoul d
be abolished ; the work of its press section, now drastically reduced, coul d
be carried out by the Publicity Branch of the Prime Minister ' s Department ; the photographic section could be carried on by the Departmen t
of the Army ; and the Australian Broadcasting Commission should b e
asked to undertake all broadcasting services . The Cabinet, however ,
rejected these drastic proposals . The Full Cabinet decided that the Treasurer
and the Minister for Information should confer about the Estimates fo r
the department in the forthcoming year and reach an agreement on a
reduced scale of functions and expenditure . The department would ru n
as amended for three months and its future would then be considered again .
In the 1942-43 Budget the department suffered a cut of nearly a third in
its expenditure . 3
s In the Menzies Ministry to 29th August 1941 Senator Foil as Minister for the Interior was als o
Minister for Information ; he continued to hold both portfolios in the brief Fadden Ministry t o
7th October 1941 . Curtin gave Information to Ashley as additional to his main duties a s
Postmaster-General ; Calwell was Minister for Information—a single portfolio—from 21s t
September 1943 .
6 See The Government and the People 1939-1941, pp . 201-3, 238-42, 383-4.
1 Initially the Prime Minister, Treasurer and Minister for Information . Stress of work cause d
Curtin and Chifley to be replaced by Scullin and Lazzarini, Scullin acting as Chairman . The
appointment of the committee was recorded as 28th April.
2 Ashley dissented from the report and did not sign it .
3 It is interesting to read, in these circumstances, the department' s own submission to the Cabine t
sub-committee in May representing itself as "the publicity instrument of the War Cabinet" .
The submission continued :
"The department considers as its functions the use of every avenue of publicity, direct an d
indirect, to ensure that as far as possible the point of view of the Government is impressed
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One of the disputes over function that is specially relevant to trouble s
which followed later arose from the appointment by the Army of its ow n
official war correspondents and photographers in the Middle East and th e
circulation of their material direct to the Australian press and to oversea s
countries . The original war correspondents and photographers had been
sent by the Department of Information, and in January 1942 it complaine d
of this "incursion " into its activities, and sought to gain firstly a directio n
on its exclusive right to release information and secondly a direction t o
the Army to make no further appointments . Consideration of its complaint was postponed indefinitely and in June 1942 it had to conten d
with a new suggestion that its own photographic section should either
take over or be taken over by the Army's photographic unit of th e
Military History Section, now returned from the Middle East . After a
conference of representatives of both departments and exchanges betwee n
Ministers the matter dragged on and the two organisations continued t o
operate separately . 4
A scheme for the transfiguration of Information came in Septembe r
when a curiously-composed body styled the Committee of National Moral e
presented an interim report to the Government . This report alleged that
the department ' s success was limited because it had never enjoyed hig h
prestige ; separate publicity agencies existed in other departments ; it ha d
no effective control of advertising, publicity and research employed by
other departments ; authority was split between Publicity Censorship and
the Department of Information ; the department had no research agency
"free of commercial interests " to undertake surveys of morale and publi c
reactions to Government decisions and departmental publicity, and i t
had found few methods of influencing the public apart from commercia l
advertising which was "often completely unsuited to the needs of Government propaganda" .'' The committee urged that the Prime Minister shoul d
hold the portfolio of Information, that the department should resume th e
function of Publicity Censorship and should also supervise all governmen t
publicity campaigns . A civil servant of high standing should be appointe d
not only on the public, but on all quarters that can influence war policy either in Australia o r
abroad . As the Government has no newspapers or other publicity media of its own the department is charged with the duty of exploiting as far as possible existing media as the shortes t
cut to the mass of the people . "
The sub-committee acknowledged the considerable amount of work entailed in preparing an d
distributing matter to provincial and country newspapers, but said that most of the matter use d
was ministerial statements which could be supplied by the Prime Minister's Department . As for a
claim about the preparation of background information and exerting influence on leading an d
special articles, the sub-committee thought this was "remarkable for its exaggeration . It reflect s
more what the department would wish to do than what it has actually accomplished ."
4 War Cabinet Minute 2217, 30 Jun 1942, and War Cabinet Agendum 269/1942. The matte r
had wider implications involving the role of the Army's Directorate of Public Relations . The
question of separate photographic units—one for Information and one for Army—was stil l
unsettled when peace came . The Commander-in-Chief stuck firmly to the view that the Army' s
needs could only be served by its own photographers . A proposed agendum in January 1943
described the intervening events smoothly in the phrase "since that conference . . . Department
of Information and Directorate of Public Relations have been able to come to a modus operand i
distinctly to the advantage of both the Army and Information Departments" .
For a discussion of the place of the Army Directorate of Public Relations and of the Arm y
Military History Section, see G . Long, The Final Campaigns (1963), in the Army series of
this history .
5 Report of Committee, 8 Sep 1942 . Its members under A . A . Conlon as chairman were J . Stone ,
K . L. Barry, R . M . Crawford, S . H . Deamer, A. K. Stout, H. I . Hogbin, W . E . H . Stanner ,
R. D . Wright and E . D . Roper . Official records do not support the claims that have been mad e
in public that this committee played a significant role in this or any other matter .
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Director-General "able to secure the wholehearted cooperation of th e
press " ; he should have direct access to the War Cabinet and be assiste d
by committees (under an "Assistant Director-General—Social and Psycho logical") covering press and radio, foreign affairs, social and economi c
matters, and morale . The Director-General would direct surveys of publi c
relations and would be assisted by a "staff of high-ranking persons unhampered by previous association with vested interests liable to be influence d
by Government policies" .
It is difficult to discover what standing this committee had . It is eas y
to realise that it had no effective influence . Curtin passed its report t o
Scullin for discussion with Ashley and Lazzarini but Scullin's illnes s
prevented his taking part and the matter went to Ashley himself with a
note which mentioned Calwell ' s and Cameron ' s criticisms of the department's expenditure during the debates on Supply .' Ashley could not se e
that the committee ' s recommendations would "add anything to the succes s
of the department " . 7
Curtin ' s intention to discuss the matter with the Treasurer and Ashley
(in effect the sub-committee which had considered the fate of the department in June 1942) was not fulfilled . It seemed appropriate to leave th e
matter until the discussions on the Estimates for 1943-44 . 8 In the mean time the secretariat moved from the Hotel Canberra to buildings mor e
customarily if less comfortably the abode of departments . 9
By the time that Calwell took office as Minister for Information, i n
September 1943, the only significant further changes had been th e
opening of a News and Information Bureau in New York and the postin g
of an Information Officer to London . The Estimates for 1943-44, whic h
would have been drafted before the Ministerial change, provided only
£298,000—an increase of £49,000 on 1942-43 . The Secretary to th e
Department was Mr R . E . Hawes .
One of Calwell's earliest acts, performed within three weeks of bein g
sworn in, was to recommend that "in the interests of efficiency an d
economy " the Department of Information and the Publicity Censorshi p
should be under one control, that the Chief Publicity Censor, Mr Bonney, '
should be created Director of Information—the title was changed to
Director-General a few weeks later—and that Bonney should arrang e
the amalgamation . Hawes became Chief Administrative Officer of th e
Department .
It would appear that this change had been in preparation before the
election and was not originated by Calwell . The change was significant
both because of the increased importance given to Publicity Censorshi p
° The Cabinet had subsequently directed that all departments should make provision from thei r
own funds to finance the cost of campaigns conducted by the Department of Information . (Ful l
Cabinet Minute, 26 Aug 1942 . )
7 Ashley to Curtin, 10 Dec 1942 .
& Curtin to Ashley, 2 Feb 1943 .
9 0n 5th April 1943 .
1 E . G . Bonney . Editor Argus (Melbourne) 1938-40 ; Chief Publicity Censor 1940-43 ; Director General of Information 1943-48 ; Director, Aust News and Information Bureau, New York 1948-51 .
B . Sydney, 24 Nov 1885 . Died 26 Feb 1959 .
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and because of the personality of the man chosen to be Director-Genera l
of Information as well as Chief Publicity Censor . Since early in the life o f
the first Curtin Government Bonney had come increasingly into close r
touch with senior Ministers over the management of what should be kep t
out of Australian newspapers and had shown himself an initiator rathe r
than a humble servant in the task of using publicity censorship to protec t
the reputation of the Government. He had become accustomed to mak e
his suggestions, complaints and criticisms direct to Curtin, who, as Ministe r
for Defence, was the Minister responsible for Publicity Censorship fro m
1st March 1942 until Calwell ' s appointment in September 1943 . Bonne y
had obtained from Curtin in July 1943 a new Press and Broadcastin g
Censorship Order under Regulation 16 of the National Security Regulations strengthening the hand of the Publicity Censor and, in February
1943, he obtained Curtin's endorsement of his authority to initiat e
prosecutions . 2 He had also been able to establish his superior authorit y
over Postal and Telegraph Censorship in respect of censorship of an y
press messages, either incoming or outgoing, transmitted by post o r
telegraph . Certainly the unusual powers of the Publicity Censorship were
not created or enlarged by Calwell but were inherited by him fro m
Curtin's administration of censorship . The subsequent controversies aros e
in part over the interpretation of those powers but largely over th e
manner in which they were applied.
Bonney's unusual position in close association with Ministers had als o
grown up before Calwell came on the scene and it was a Cabinet decisio n
in creating him Director-General of Information that visibly removed th e
Publicity Censor from what might have been thought to be an office o f
independence and detachment concerned primarily with security to a n
office which was clearly one for the advancement of Government policy .
Few acts of the Curtin Government so clearly demonstrate its departur e
from previously held canons on censorship than the appointment of th e
Chief Publicity Censor to be head of the Department of Informatio n
while continuing to carry out his responsibilities as censor . Bonney had a
reputation among his admirers—and all those who worked close to hi m
appear to have been devoted to him—for courage, loyalty to his staff an d
to his masters, and a high sense of public duty . He was a journalist by
training and consequently he did not venerate newspaper proprietors an d
he had no doubt about the rightness of his own opinion on what ought t o
go into a newspaper and what ought to be kept out of it .
The press commented unfavourably on the appointment . "During hi s
tenure of the post of Chief Censor, censorship . . . has earned itself an
unenviable reputation of undue severity, not so much in the matter o f
military security, but in damping down criticism and unpalatable news ,
a Although there is some incompleteness in the records available, the situation appears to have
been that a new Press and Broadcasting Censorship Order was gazetted on 18th January 1943 ,
repealing the orders that had been gazetted in October 1939 and March 1940, but this orde r
lapsed through not having been tabled in Parliament within the required period . Consequentl y
a new order, containing further amendments, was made on 31st July 1943 and provided th e
legal foundation for all actions taken by Bonney after Calwell became Minister .
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and, on occasion, of restricting matter politically opposed to the Government ."3 The Australian Newspaper Proprietors' Association, meeting earl y
in November, declared that censorship was becoming "political" and goin g
beyond the original purpose of "security" .
The new Minister and the former Chief Publicity Censor, now DirectorGeneral of Information, entered full of fight into a controversy on publicity
censorship which at that stage needed cool hands on the brow rather tha n
a throttling grip on the throat . Calwell, as a private member, and Bonne y
as a servant of the Government, had already identified themselves as me n
having strong views on the delinquencies of the Australian newspapers .
They had now been brought together as a team to deal with them .
The problem already existed . In the early days of the war, when th e
Department of Information was in a formative stage, and when polic y
on censorship was being laid down for the first time, there had been
those who had stressed the need for a "positive" rather than a "negative "
approach to publicity . Sir Keith Murdoch, as Director-General of Information, had the idea that his department should be a "department of
expression", telling as much as possible to the people, and should tr y
to avoid becoming a "department of suppression" . 4 The original Censorship Rules had explicitly limited the field of censorship . In general ,
publicity censorship had two major purposes . One was to prevent the
publication of information which would be helpful to the enemy or a
handicap to our own forces . The other was to prevent the publication
of matter that, by causing distrust or confusion among our own people ,
would lessen our own capacity to wage war or give opportunities to th e
enemy propagandist to work upon the weakness of our people . Throughout the war there was little argument with the newspapers about the firs t
aim so long as it was served by the censoring of such facts as troop an d
shipping movements, weather reports, and the plans of the armed services .
There was some argument about the arrangements made for the releasin g
of news about the forces when censorship was not needed and occasionall y
it was disputed whether or not an item which had been suppressed woul d
really have helped the enemy if it had been published, but basically an y
argument on censorship for the sake of security had been about th e
competence with which it was done and not about the need for doing it .
The major arguments on publicity censorship concerned matters othe r
than security . The censor acquired the function of virtually deciding wha t
it was good for the newspaper readers to know . He became the protecto r
of what was called "public morale" . The public must not be alarmed o r
incited . It had to be protected from bad news and from anything tha t
might shake confidence . Necessarily the censor became a censor not only
of reports about events but of reports of opinions expressed . In the case o f
coal-mining we have seen that the censor had to take care that nothin g
3 Sydney Morning Herald, 14 Oct 1943 .
4 See The Government and the People 1939-1941 . The establishment of censorship of various kind s
and the policy of censorship are dealt with briefly at pages 179-185 .
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appeared that might irritate the miners . The censor became the nursemaid of the reader and the conscience of the editor .
It would appear that the growing importance of this phase of censorshi p
was due in part to the lack of success of the Department of Informatio n
in its positive role . The causes of that lack of success cannot be explore d
convincingly here but it is impossible to find acceptable evidence that b y
the end of 1943 the Department of Information was having a stron g
constructive influence in improving what was called the "morale" of th e
Australian people . Almost every action it took or pronouncement it mad e
was a confession of its worry and uncertainty on this account . It therefore
tended to turn to measures to stop the "morale " from being damaged b y
others . Hence the influence and the instrumentality which made it a
"department of suppression" came to the top . It showed clear signs o f
being more frightened of the harm that might be done by printin g
information than hopeful of the good that might be accomplished b y
publication .
Before a harsh judgment is made, however, some attention needs to b e
paid to the situation with which the Department of Information had t o
contend . A diligent reading of files of Australian newspapers during the
war and a close study of particular instances in which complaints wer e
made either by newspapers or against them does not awaken admiratio n
of the Australian press . The phrase "in the public interest" is used b y
them often to justify the publication of items of scandal . It is seldom if
ever applied to the withholding of publication . They exhorted all othe r
Australians to serve their nation in wartime by accepting the direction s
of constituted authority but frequently denied that constituted authorit y
could tell them what it was proper or expedient to do . It was wrong fo r
a coal-miner to make his personal interpretation of the requirements of
patriotism but wholly proper for the newspaper editor to do so . If thei r
sense of patriotism required them to tell their readers that a Minister wa s
a bungling fool they should use their newspaper to do so . If the
patriotism of the Minister required him to tell their readers the reason s
for his actions, they reserved to themselves the right to decide for them selves whether it was proper for him to use their newspaper to do so . Som e
of the claims of the press to have freedom, rights and privileges that g o
beyond those of all other citizens might be more easily recognised i f
it could be seen that they were only used to serve a public and not a
private good . At a distance of some years the files of newspapers durin g
1943 provide much evidence of a low level of editorial responsibility an d
scant regard for national interests in time of war .
Although the behaviour of the press was not admirable in wartime an d
although newspapers often contained items which could be proved to b e
incorrect or distorted and which, if believed, would mislead readers or
bring dismay or distrust to them, those facts only set the problem an d
do not dispose of it . If a person in authority has reached an opinio n
that an item of news is untrue or unfair or against the public interest is
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that sufficient ground for the same authority to rule that it must not b e
published? Where can be found the certainty that the opinion of authorit y
that an item is untrue or against public interest can be distinguished fro m
an opinion that the item is merely disadvantageous to those in authority ?
From the documents available it would appear that the broadening o f
the interpretation of "morale" and the extension of censorship to politica l
items came after the change to the Labour Government and as the resul t
of Ministerial intervention .° With the outbreak of war with Japan, govern mental concern mounted .
On 29th December 1941 the instruction on censorship of reference s
to industrial disputes was amended to read : "Press references to strike s
or threatened strikes anywhere in Australia should be restricted to statements issued for publication under the name of an official representativ e
of either party or by a Minister . Anonymous partisan statements or reports
most undesirable . No broadcast reference to any individual dispute withou t
prior consultation with censorship ." Previously the practice had been t o
issue instructions, if required, about a particular dispute and it had bee n
stricter in the case of wireless broadcasts than in newspaper publicatio n
because a broadcast might be picked up by a neutral or enemy ship an d
disclose matters of value to the enemy . On 25th January 1942 a furthe r
instruction was given that all material relating to industrial disputes shoul d
be submitted to censorship . The reason was that "negotiations" were at a
delicate stage and "nothing imperilling industrial peace is allowable " . I n
a note to the Prime Minister informing him of the decision, Bonney state d
that the instruction was issued at the instance of the Ministers for Labou r
(Ward) and Information (Ashley) .° One assumes that Curtin may hav e
asked for this information . Two days later the instruction was withdraw n
apparently as the result of representations made to Curtin at a pres s
conference in Canberra . ? In War Cabinet on 24th January Evatt, als o
quoting the Premier of New South Wales, McKell, in support of his view ,
drew attention to certain newspaper articles critical of the Prime Ministe r
and Minister for the Army and expressed the view that they wer e
"seriously prejudicial to national morale" . He said he had been in touc h
with Bonney who had issued a warning to the papers . War Cabinet decide d
that "the position should be kept under review and that action shoul d
be taken against offending newspapers as may be necessary in the circumstances of each case . The Attorney-General (Evatt) is to confer with th e
Chief Publicity Censor and bring up the matter for further consideratio n
6 It is difficult to be confident about the documents affecting the Department of Information . I t
was by far the untidiest and administratively the most incompetent department in the Publi c
Service if the state of its files can be taken as evidence . It fell far below the usual standard bot h
in recording what it did and in the custody of its records . This part of research had to res t
at some points on an examination of an assortment of papers in manila folders with nothing t o
reveal whether or not papers were missing .
O Memorandum dated 9th February on file 72/19/13 . It is of passing interest that, on 2nd January ,
Ashley had written to a Federal member, the Hon E . J . Harrison, who had forwarded representations from a private employer and had said : "I regret I cannot act , because my right t o
approach the press and broadcasting on what specific items of news they should publish an d
how they should be treated is confined to news appertaining directly to the war and to nationa l
security .
7 Memorandum from Bonney to Scullin, 28 Apr 1942, file 72/19/13 .
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at a later date . "8 On 27th January Mighell complained d irect to Curti n
about matter in certain Sydney newspapers and it was agreed that "in
view of the irresponsibility which the press of New South Wales i s
exhibiting" a censor should be placed in the office of each paper . Bonne y
said this could not be done but proposed that " the offending newspapers
should be punished one by one" . 9 Action was deferred, however, in vie w
of a conference arranged with the newspaper proprietors .
During the early months of the year the Premier of South Australia ,
Mr Playford, l suffered censorship of the scripts of broadcast talks he wa s
to give over local wireless stations . In one talk a reference he made t o
shortage of labour, particularly in rural industry, was deleted . In another
a reference unfavourable to the Government over Casey's appointmen t
by Churchill to the Middle East was deleted . This cut was the result of
a direct instruction "from the Government" on the ground that "it di d
not wish to spread controversy which would injure good relations betwee n
Australia and her Allies" . 2
In the course of this direct dealing with the Government, the temper o f
Bonney's own mind is revealed . He wrote to Curtin on 28th January 1942 :
"The time has come when the Press, like every other instrumentality, mus t
realise that it is not governing the country, and must obey reasonabl e
demands lawfully imposed ." 3 On 20th April he wrote to Scullin : "I am
more than ever convinced that a section of the press will never respon d
to kind treatment . When we are sure that a restriction is in the interest s
of national unity, we should, in my opinion, impose it and disregar d
the whimperings of an individual here and there, to whom the dividin g
line between liberty and licence is invisible ." 4
Some of the major issues of publicity censorship emerged at a conference summoned by Curtin in Canberra in February 1942 . 5 In an
opening statement Curtin expounded the Government ' s views . They had
to withhold news from the enemy . They had to guard against the publication of matters prejudicial to security . It was also necessary to kee p
faith with Allied Governments and to censor what they did not wis h
to have released . The Government did not want to restrict the expressio n
of opinion or criticism of policy "which responsible people in Australi a
think is demanded" but it did think that the Government's own view s
"should be fully and adequately stated and should have priority o f
statement " .
On the difficult ground of guidance to the press, he said :
War Cabinet Minute 1752, 24 Jan 1942 .
Prime Minister's file B21/1/2.
Hon Sir Thomas Playford, GCMG . (1st AIF : 27 Bn.) MHA SA 1933-68 ; Premier, Treasurer
and Minister for Immigration 1938-65 . B . Norton Summit, SA, 5 Jul 1896 .
2 Censorship file 357 .07 .
3 Department of Information file 71/1/10 .
4 Censorship file 72/19/13 .
6 Besides the Prime Minister, the Ministers for the Army, Supply and Development, Navy, Information and the Attorney-General (six ministers), there were ten officers from seven departments ,
twenty-five representatives of newspapers from all States, eight representatives of the Australia n
Newspaper Proprietors' Association and of news services, eight representatives from the AB C
and commercial broadcasting stations, and one from the United States Army—58 persons in all .
B
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The Government has no strong urge to organise in Australia a Governmen t
propaganda machine . We do think that there is some responsibility on the news papers and on the broadcasting organisations to maintain national morale, and w e
feel that there might be some association between the officers of the Ministry o f
Information and the newspapers and the broadcasting organisations so that whe n
newspapers and broadcasting stations do comment, they shall at least have som e
idea what the Government is actually doing or intends to do . The comment shoul d
relate to the facts .

He drew comparisons between the correspondent who relied entirel y
upon his own judgment "of what he believes to be facts" and the officer s
of the Government who must "endeavour to make certain that what is sen t
is correct" . He urged newspapers and broadcasters to have regard t o
facts whether in reporting news or in editorial comment . Admitting the
dangers inherent in government by regulation he pointed to the need t o
balance this with "the common interests of the community and the safet y
of the country " . Newspapers and broadcasters exercised great influenc e
and it was in their power to persuade the community to a "strength o f
purpose and a readiness for order to which really we are not quit e
accustomed, but which have become an imperative obligation " .
There was formal acknowledgment of Curtin's sentiments but beyon d
a brief reference by Sir Keith Murdoch to the excellence of the arrangements in Great Britain, no discussion of general principles . The conference settled down to discuss particular matters about which newspaper s
were dissatisfied : the transfer of the Chief Publicity Censor to Canberr a
from Melbourne and away from the Chiefs of Staff ; differing and ambiguous
censorship instructions ; restriction of news already known to the publi c
(arrival of evacuees from Malaya in Western Australia and the evacuatio n
of women and children from Darwin, Port Moresby and Rabaul wer e
cited) ; restriction of stories of disaster such as occurred in the loss o f
Prince of Wales and Repulse ; "blanket " censorship about industrial disputes and about meetings of the War Cabinet and the Advisory Wa r
Council .
Curtin was the chief spokesman in countering these criticisms . The
location of the Chiefs of Staff had little relevance . The only man t o
deal with the head of any service was the Minister and he discounte d
any notion that the Censor would influence the Chiefs of Staff . The
inconsistent treatment of similar news items was deplored but he welcome d
the opportunity to find out what newspapers wanted . News of evacuations
was not allowed to be published because the enemy would learn in wha t
areas the defences were regarded as weak . Release of detailed stories migh t
strike "terror and alarm into the hearts of all"(the phrase was Evan's) .
At this point there was a notable difference between Government an d
newspaper representatives . Was "morale" helped or hindered by publication of details of bad news? The newspaper men protested that it coul d
not be good for morale "to pass over the dangers and horrors of war "
and pointed to the British who had proved that they could "take" bad news .
On blanket censorship of industrial disputes Curtin spoke at great
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length and with considerable feeling . He was on difficult ground . He contended that censorship should "strip from the presentation of the fact s
to the public that comment by either a newspaper or an advocate o f
either party which can be provocative and an incitement to others" . H e
found difficulty, however, in answering the newspapers' objections to th e
recent instruction that all matter on industrial disputes should be submitte d
to censorship . He said there was no need to persevere with the instructions .
They had been issued for a special purpose—the "grievous problem i n
regard to coal" . He pointed out that publicity attended the men making a
stand for a strike while those seeking to overcome difficulties got none .
No strike was no news and thousands of men who were observing the awar d
never had a notice in the press, whereas the disgruntled found prominence in th e
public eye and became successful candidates for office in the Labour Party . Many
a nitwit has achieved greatness because of the publicity he achieved as a disturber
of public order . I say that frankly and with some experience of the trade unio n
movement .

It was, however, on the newspapers' references to Advisory War Counci l
and War Cabinet meetings (also subject to "blanket" censorship) tha t
he became most vehement . He condemned the picture of wrangling an d
dissension, of Ministers being personally upset and in emotional distress ,
which had been given to the public . "Can you say that any public purpose
whatsoever is served by creating an atmosphere of untrustworthiness an d
unreliability whether in Great Britain or Australia?" He alleged ther e
had been an attempt to whip up similar agitation in the press of othe r
countries—an attempt which the Attorney-General said had been indicate d
by certain cables .
Newspaper spokesmen insisted that there should be no curb on fre e
expression of opinion but agreed that the real problem was the "prevention of the publication of mischievous falsehoods—untruths and half truths" .
The conference dealt briefly with delays in transmission of news fro m
overseas sources—a matter of arrangement between the organisations concerned—and with the reporting of enemy claims of success, the newspape r
view being that, provided the source of the claims was clearly stated ,
there could be no harm in letting the public know so that they could judg e
for themselves the credibility of the claims .
One of the instances quoted was an enemy report that Darwin had bee n
bombed . "We know now that such claims are not true," said one news paper editor . "It does not do our cause harm to publish these reports a s
enemy claims because the public judges such claims in the light of subsequent revelations of fact ." The Government members, who had pleade d
for fact, did not betray their secret that in the first air raid on Darwi n
they had issued denials and used censorship to hide from the Australia n
public the news of the bombing because they feared the public could no t
stand such bad news .
The conference had been amicable but it did not greatly change the
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state of affairs ." In retrospect it is interesting for the light it throws on th e
way the Government's views on publicity censorship were taking shape .
Anything the military leaders judged to be useful to the enemy or likel y
to endanger our own forces should be censored . Anything that damage d
"morale"—and the term seems to have been meant to cover the trus t
in the Government—should be censored . Anything which an Allie d
Government asked to be withheld should be censored . Expression o f
opinion should be kept to limits set by "responsible people" . There shoul d
be "priority" in reporting the Government's views . For the present, how ever, it appeared that Curtin still hoped that the newspapers and broad casting stations would accept and apply these rules themselves .
As a further step, the Government announced on 9th April th e
creation of a Press Censorship Advisory Committee under Scullin as
chairman . ? In the Prime Minister's view the committee, broadly speaking ,
was constituted "so that newspapers as a body may express views t o
the Government rather than, as has hitherto been the case, by individua l
representatives of separate newspapers or pressmen associated with thos e
newspapers taking a view of a certain censorship order and harassin g
either the censor or the Government" . "
The committee met on 16th June when it discussed five unsatisfactor y
instances of censorship presented by one of the members . Then an d
later the complaints concerned mainly news of military operations an d
treatment of this news in the interests of "morale", including treatmen t
of press messages sent overseas ." A recommendation of the committe e
was that in order to avoid confusion and to speed up censorship decision s
there should be one deciding and transmitting authority from the service s
to the Chief Publicity Censor and that this authority should be an office r
at Allied Headquarters .) In a subsequent meeting on 24th Septembe r
the discussion was again almost entirely on censorship of news from th e
services, particularly New Guinea, and especially part of a report from a
particular newspaper correspondent . There was some criticism of General
Headquarters ' communiques . They should be fuller and more prompt .
Even Scullin agreed that he would like to see "fuller and mor e
colourful " communiques, but only if these could be given with safety .
The committee passed to discussion of an article by a member of th e
committee, chiefly around the question of the censor's view of what wa s
good or bad for morale .
Conference on Newspaper and Broadcasting Activities in Relation to the War Effort, 10 Feb 1942
(No . 1147) .
? Members : W . O . Fairfax (Sydney Morning Herald), H . A . M. Campbell (Melbourne Age) ,
Sir Keith Murdoch (Melbourne Herald), G. H. Sparrow, General President, Australian
Journalists' Association . Subsequently, E . T. Kennedy, Chief Executive of Associated Newspaper s
(Sydney Sun), joined late in August 1942 (Prime Minister's press statement, No . 451, 27 Aug )
after Fairfax resigned, but Fairfax attended a meeting on 24th September .
8 In message to Chief Publicity Censor, 10 Apr 1942, file 72/26/3 Defence (Information) —
Censorship .
9 Inward and outward press messages came under the control of Publicity Censorship between
March and April 1942 . Advisory War Council Minute 841, 18 Mar 1942 .
'Colonel Diller, MacArthur's Public Relations Officer, was suggested . Curtin said the matte r
would be discussed at a meeting of the Defence Committee on 6th July at which MacArthu r
would be present . For a discussion of censorship of material from operational areas see Long ,
The Final Campaigns .
9
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Some useful purpose was probably served by the committee—mos t
probably as the result of the character of its chairman—but he became
ill towards the end of the year . It was nine months before it met again
and during that period further incidents had occurred and further distrus t
of publicity censorship had been voiced . Curtin attended its next meeting
on 12th March 1943 . The committee returned to the same complaints :
censorship of criticism of the High Command, inaccuracies and overoptimism in communiques and the dissatisfaction of correspondents . Curti n
countered them all with the same insistence that the effect of loose criticis m
on public morale must be disastrous, that the military leaders knew bes t
what should go into communiques, 2 and that there was no justification fo r
allowing publication of criticism of a general or of management of campaigns which was founded on mis-statements . 3
The committee met again on 24th May and Curtin again defende d
publicity censorship, criticism of which now centred on the figure of th e
Chief Publicity Censor in whose administration, according to a resolutio n
they had passed, the Newspaper Proprietors' Association had "lost confidence" .
It was against this background that Bonney was promoted from Chie f
Publicity Censor to become Director-General of Information under th e
new Minister. Calwell himself became chairman of the Press Censorshi p
Advisory Committee . It would be an understatement to say that the ne w
Minister inherited trouble . He took possession of it with alacrity .
The major contest was with the Sydney newspapers and particularly th e
Daily Telegraph . The story has been presented more often from th e
point of view of the newspapers than from that of the Censor and th e
Minister . 4 The final sequence of events might appear more clearly, how ever, if presented without comment as it appeared to those in authority .
After many objections made over a period of months to items tha t
2 0n the particular point that the communique had dismissed the New Guinea campaign a s
"inexpensive" whereas correspondents insisted it was costly, Curtin stressed the superior vie w
of the men who were looking at the whole campaign . But Murdoch insisted that the head o f
the Australian Army had made representations about communiques .
The dissatisfaction with communiques is recounted in the military volumes of this history .
See, for example, D . McCarthy, South-West Pacific Area—First Year, pp . 225-6 .
It would appear that Curtin, having dedicated himself to cooperation with MacArthur, woul d
admit no criticism of his headquarters . In this he assumed opprobium which attached mor e
correctly to MacArthur.
On Blarney's attitude to the press see John Hetherington, Blarney (1954) .
3 A correspondent whose article was the subject of the committee ' s discussion later wrote in a
London paper, and at the instigation of Publicity Censorship Curtin protested to the Britis h
Ministry of Information . The reply via Bruce (cable No . 77, 9 Apr 1943) contained the
following statement of the British viewpoint—somewhat different from the Australian :
"Censorship within United Kingdom is based on security considerations only and .
. the
censors therefore have taken no action against the author or publisher of an article which merel y
embodies the private opinions of a journalist . According to the principles of the United Kingdo m
censorship the Daily Mail was at liberty to publish the article without reference to the censor s
and that newspaper did not in fact submit it before publication .
The Minister does not feel that it would be consistent with the freedom of the press to us e
this article as an occasion for an attempt by the United Kingdom Government to suppres s
the publication of comment of this kind however unwelcome it may be .
Critical articles not dissimilar in character not infrequently appear in the press here and must
be accepted as part of the price paid for the undoubted advantages of a free press .
The Minister would also be unwilling to take any steps against Monks himself in view of the
fact that there are no grounds for claiming that his newspaper was not entitled to publish th e
article. "
s See particularly, Brian Penton, Censored! Being a True Account of a Notable Fight for Your
Right to Read and Know, with Some Comment Upon the Plague of Censorship in General (1947),
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had been published, on 30th November 1943 the Censor ordered th e
Daily Telegraph to submit all matter intended for publication . This wa s
the extreme form of action taken for a newspaper which was thought to b e
irresponsible in the exercise of voluntary censorship .
Two weeks later a news item from the United States reported tha t
voluntary press and radio censorship there had been "liberalised " , and
the Australian Newspaper Proprietors' Association drew invidious comparisons with the state of affairs in Australia, as they saw it . Information ,
they alleged, had to await some delayed statement from a Federal Ministe r
before publication was permitted ; "such an attitude leads to the belief
that Ministers are more intent on securing personal publicity than on
safeguarding security, although it is usually affirmed in Canberra tha t
the censorship is not political" . To this Curtin replied on 15th Decembe r
by announcing :
The Australian Government's view, which is shared by the Commander-in-Chief ,
is that newspapers shall be free to treat all accounts of the war as their judgmen t
regards as proper, the only stipulation being that there shall not be conveyed t o
the enemy information which would be of use to him .

When challenged by Spender in the Advisory War Council about th e
order to the Daily Telegraph, Curtin repeated that "censorship was no t
exercised on political grounds" . The Daily Telegraph, he said, had been a
"deliberate and persistent offender" which had published information i n
relation to coal stoppages and coal production which the editor had know n
to be incorrect . The order had been challenged in the High Court an d
so the Council agreed to the Attorney-General's suggestion that furthe r
discussion were better left for the time being .' The order was withdrawn
on 1st February after the Daily Telegraph gave a clear and definite understanding that it would abide by the censorship regulations .
The Australian Newspaper Proprietors ' Association announced tha t
they would prepare and submit evidence of their complaints . Calwell no w
stepped in with a statement in which he arraigned the newspaper proprietors as people who attacked "simply because they did not like th e
Government" ; the Chief Publicity Censor should have freedom to do hi s
duty . "With some notable exceptions the Australian press has played a n
inglorious part in this war . . . . No small pressure group, however influential ,
can be allowed to get between the Chief Publicity Censor and his duty . "
In announcing a meeting in the New Year of the Press Censorship Advisor y
Committee, he declared that he would "tell them what I think of thei r
attitude to censorship in a nation that is at war" . 6
Warwick Fairfax as a member of the Press Censorship Advisory Committee said that the proposed meeting would be useless . In May 1943 ,
he said, the committee had protested strongly, with concrete illustrations ,
against the whole trend of censorship administration as inspired by th e
Australian Government and the high command . No depreciation of th e
6 Advisory War Council Minute 1280, 22 Dec 1943 .
6

Sydney Morning Herald, 18 Dec 1943 .
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services' effort was implied, but in his opinion the public was given a
rosier picture than facts really warranted . Curtin's satisfaction with th e
committee he dismissed as a "benign and complacent" attitude . ?
Bonney now joined the open combat on the side of his Minister .
" . . . as Chief Censor I am working for the nation and am not a servan t
of the Newspaper Proprietors' Association ." Advice was available to him
from the services and from the security services, and he left it to th e
public "to judge whether the advice of these people . . . is not of mor e
value to the security of this country than the arm-chair advice of any
newspaper proprietor whose own writings are subject to the securit y
requirements of censorship" . 8 To this the Australian Newspaper Proprietors' Association replied that, if the policy was as Curtin had define d
it, then censorship should deal only with news likely to convey military
information . Newspapers objected to censorship based not on securit y
but on public morale which, they believed, would thrive best on the
fullest facts . They objected to Bonney implying that as a public servan t
he had a higher sense of the common weal than a newspaperman coul d
have . 9
The controversy was still simmering when, on 25th February 1944 ,
A . G . Cameron raised in the House the question of censorship of the mail
of members, and submitted a motion "that the opening by censors o f
letters addressed to members . . . at Parliament House, Canberra, or a t
the rooms occupied by Federal members in a State capital city, is a
breach of the privilege of Parliament" . 1 Curtin's contention was tha t
all mail—but particularly that coming from the forces—was of necessit y
subject to censorship . The Opposition's chief contention was that civilian s
should feel free to write unreservedly to members, and that if there wa s
a risk of censorship, they would be unable to do so . Evatt suggested a
committee, and Cameron agreed to withdraw his motion on the under standing that the committee would be established, would be appointed b y
the Prime Minister and party leaders, and would report promptly . A
Committee of Privileges was appointed, and Cameron's complaint referre d
to it . The report, tabled on 31st March, 2 found that opening members'
mail did not constitute a breach of existing privilege ; nor had Cameron' s
mail been subjected to any special scrutiny or discrimination . At th e
time of his complaint, and the debate in the House, other matters concerning censorship of mail, including that to other citizens, had bee n
mentioned, but the committee felt this was outside its jurisdiction .
Almost every facet of censorship had become the subject of commen t
or criticism in the publicity which was given to Cameron's complaint .
The Sydney press expressed a hope that publicity censorship would be th e
Daily Telegraph, 20 Dec 1943 .
° Daily Telegraph, 21 Dec 1943 .
° Daily Telegraph, 22 Dec 1943 .
l Commonwealth Debates, Vol 177, p . 630 . The reference was, of course, to the activities of
communications censorship .
° Parliamentary Papers 1943-44, No . F2210, Report from the Standing Committee of Privileges
Relating to Censorship of Members' Correspondence.
7
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subject of inquiry along with the more particular points Cameron raised ,
and there was much use of words like "snoopers " and "Gestapo " in
referring to censorship methods .
In February an article in a Melbourne paper had alleged that information from censored correspondence had led to prosecutions under rationin g
regulations, and Spender asked a series of questions about this in th e
House . The War Cabinet discussed the matter and passed it to the Advisory
War Council . 3 Their recommendation was that an all-party committe e
should be set up to review the censorship of communications and to
"recommend in the light of existing circumstances what course shoul d
be followed" . Publicity censorship was to be brought before the committee . Calwell had urged the Prime Minister to reject the plea for a n
inquiry . The all-party committee produced an interim report on 15t h
June, dealing almost exclusively with communications censorship . 4 I n
the meantime the controversy between the Sydney press and publicit y
censorship had led to one of the liveliest incidents of the wartime domestic
scene .
In commending the move to set up the committee to investigate
Cameron's complaint the Sydney press had expressed the hope that th e
terms would include investigation into publicity censorship alleging tha t
it had developed "an unblushing political character, a zest for suppression ,
and a fussy preoccupation with matters supposed to relate to publi c
morale" . 5 Censorship of news had degenerated from an instrument o f
security into "a system of suppression and distortion" . Examples were
found in the censorship of despatches sent by correspondents to news papers overseas as well as in the censorship of news to be published i n
Australia and when the Government complained of the bad impressio n
of the Australian war effort given in newspapers overseas, the Australia n
Newspaper Proprietors' Association laid the blame on the inefficiency an d
bungling of the Department of Information . The newspapers were now
clearly engaged on a campaign to discredit the Department of Informatio n
and its Minister.
The controversy was becoming much wider than the original issue of
censorship of particular items . Neither side restrained itself in the us e
of provocative words . One condition of censorship was that no indication
could be given by a newspaper of any excisions or modifications which
the Censor might have demanded in a report . On 15th April, the Daily
3 War Cabinet Minute 3349, 6 Mar; Agendum 115/1944, Supplement No . 1 ; Advisory War Council
Minute 1315, 7 Mar . See also Appendix 7, "Censorship Reports as a Guide to Public Opinion" .
4 Department of Defence file 1351 . The committee consisted of Evatt (chairman), J . M . Fraser ,
Ashley, Foil, A. G. Cameron, Calwell and Abbott . Forde had resigned the chair when he became
Acting Prime Minister during Curtin's absence .
Subsequently a commission under National Security (Inquiries) Regulations was issued t o
Sir William Webb to report on "Postal, Telegraph and Telephonic Censorship, having regar d
to the interim report of the Parliamentary Committee on Censorship of [15th] June 1944" . Hi s
report, dated 11th August 1944, found "no evidence warranting any adverse finding . On the
contrary, communications censorship appears to have been exercised solely for the purposes fo r
which it was introduced, that is, for national security and the successful prosecution of the war. "
He deplored minor breaches of rationing regulations being detected by censorship but foun d
censorship officers and liaison officers "capable and trustworthy and . . . the methods employed
sound and efficient" .
5 Sydney Morning Herald, 3 Mar 1944 .
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Telegraph appeared with three columns blank on page 3 . The implication
was obvious that the item had been cut out by the Censor . Two day s
earlier Henderson, t as president of the Australian Newspaper Proprietors '
Association, had said that "because of censorship most correspondent s
of American papers have been withdrawn from Australia, and for th e
same reason Australian correspondents have not been able to inform thei r
papers truly of Australia's great effort" . 7 The accuracy or not of thi s
statement apart, this was a reiteration of the theme which the pres s
had pursued for some time, that censorship of matter leaving Australi a
had precluded them from giving a correct picture of Australian conditions .
Calwell replied, and Henderson proposed to publish an answer includin g
a list of deletions made by censorship to overseas cables . The Censo r
deleted this list . Bonney argued that the Censor had no option, "under th e
terms of the Press and Broadcasting Censorship Order, which has bee n
in existence throughout the whole of the war, but to disallow publication
of any matter indicating censorship treatment" . 8 It was on this question
whether publication of matter could be made in such a way as to indicat e
excisions that the Sydney metropolitan press joined battle with censorship .
The Censor, anticipating continued defiance, on the following da y
(Sunday, 16th April), consulted the Solicitor-General, and an Order t o
Submit was served on Consolidated Press . Nevertheless the Sunday
Telegraph front page on the 16th carried two blank columns, headed b y
pictures of Henderson and Calwell, with a bold-type paragraph which read :
? A FREE PRESS ?
The great American democrat Thomas Jefferson said : "Where the Press is fre e
and every man able to read all is safe . "

Officers of the paper were told that "serious consequences" must follo w
an attempt to publish in this form, but the Sunday Telegraph began distribution . Commonwealth police, under instructions from the Censor, accordingly visited the premises and impounded the remaining undistribute d
copies .
On the following morning the Sydney Morning Herald (which then had
no Sunday publication) reported the suppression of the Sunday Telegraph ,
and then announced :
The Sydney morning newspapers today publish material which they have been
ordered by the Commonwealth publicity censorship not to publish .
The newspapers have done this after consulting eminent counsel, who advis e
them that the publication of this material is lawful, and that the Censor's action
in ordering its suppression is without lawful authority.
They have no means, except by such publication, of testing the legality of the
Censor's order.

Elsewhere was a picture of the front page of the Telegraph which ha d
been suppressed . Ordered to remove the material (which included Hender° R . A . G . Henderson . General Manager, Sydney Morning Herald 1938-49,
John Fairfax & Sons Ltd 1949-64 . B . Sydney, 26 Feb 1896 .
7 Letter from Bonney to Knowles (Solicitor-General), 17 Apr .
8 Letter from Bonney to Knowles, 17 Apr .
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son ' s message and the excisions) the Sydney Morning Herald refused, an d
so it and all other Sydney newspapers (who had joined in the battle on th e
side of the Daily Telegraph) were suppressed for the 17th . Three separat e
applications had been made to the High Court, and on the 18th a n
injunction from the Full Bench restrained the Commonwealth Governmen t
and the censors from endeavouring by any means to prevent publication
of articles and editorials relating to the censorship published in Monday' s
papers, and banned by the censors . On the 18th (Tuesday) papers came
out as usual, but with the suppressed editions issued as supplements ,
and with numerous pictures of "incidents" in the seizure of papers b y
Commonwealth police officers .
A feature of the whole affair, as of press-censorship relations generall y
at this period, had been the bitter personal element . As a private membe r
the Minister was alleged to have been hostile to the press . Certainly he
had said some hard things about newspapers . The press in turn directed
its attack at the Minister . On occasion they chose to feature this divergenc e
between the Minister, and the "policy of the Government" ; and Calwel l
offered opportunities for them to picture him as an embarrassment t o
his party .° The Daily Telegraph announced : "Calwell is the Enemy" ;
"The Australian Press is fighting a Calwell dictatorship not the Labou r
Government . "1 0
On 22nd April the High Court considered the case, and proceeding s
continued on 5th May, when the Commonwealth applied for the discharg e
of the original order restraining the Censor . The following day the Chie f
Justice, Sir John Latham, suggested a conference as a more suitabl e
manner of resolving the difficulties . The result appeared in a code o f
Censorship Principles announced by Forde on 19th May :
1. Censorship shall be imposed exclusively for reasons of defence security .
2. Owing to the many and changing phases of the war "defence security "
cannot be exhaustively defined . Primarily "defence security" relates to the
armed forces of all the Allied Nations and to all the operations of war . I t
covers the suppression of information useful to the enemy . It may at times
include particular aspects of Australian wartime relationship with other countries . Censorship shall not be imposed merely for the maintenance of moral e
or the prevention of despondency or alarm . Censorship shall not prevent th e
reporting of industrial disputes or stoppages . Criticism and complaint, howeve r
strongly expressed, shall not be a ground for censorship . "Defence security "
shall be the governing principle for every application of censorship .
3. The Censorship Order in its present form does not expressly require censor s
to exercise their powers on grounds that relate exclusively to consideration s
of "defence security" . Therefore the Government proposes to make an amendment to the existing order making it clear that the censor's directions shal l
9 McKell, the New South Wales Labour Premier, had announced that the New South Wales polic e
were not involved in the seizure of newspapers . Calwell telegraphed that the Premier shoul d
take steps to discipline his police chief, who should have been prepared to uphold the Common wealth' s authority . To which McKell countered that he strongly resented the suggestion, and
could not acknowledge the Minister's right to determine matters of State administration . "Actio n
on your part to ascertain facts before arriving at conclusions and forwarding telegram in term s
of yours would have been more in keeping with ministerial dignity . This rash and ill-considere d
approach typical of conduct which has already seriously embarrassed my government ." (Telegram
reported 20 Apr . )
10 On 23rd April 1944 .
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be given solely in relation to the requirements of "defence security" as existing
at the time of publication of the matter in question . In the case of a prosecution the onus of proof will be on the prosecutor .
4 . Except in case of immediate and obvious danger to "defence security" a
breach of censorship directions shall be dealt with by prosecution and not b y
seizure of the proposed publication . In any court proceedings following a
seizure the onus of justifying the seizure will rest on those responsible fo r
authorising it.
3—CARRYING OUT THE DECISIONS OF OCTOBER 194 3

Measures to give effect to the decisions of October 1943 1 for the adjustment of the war effort provided the main business of War Cabinet throug h
the greater part of 1944 . The broad effect of those October decision s
was that the army and the so-called " Munitions-Aircraft bloc " were
each to release 20,000 men for the sake of the production of militar y
and civil supplies ; and their regular intake of new manpower was reduced .
The application of these decisions necessarily brought about a furthe r
reconsideration of other phases of Australian participation in the war .
It was a question not only of determining the size of the forces whic h
Australia could maintain but also the military role which these force s
were to play . Moreover, the fact that more American forces were arrivin g
in the South-West Pacific meant on the one hand that, at the same time
as greater demands were being made for Australia to produce food an d
other supplies for the Allied troops, there was a lesser demand fo r
Australian troops in operations .
As a step preliminary to dealing with this problem, the Governmen t
re-examined the procedures for handling claims for supplies and work s
and the consequential requirement for manpower . Under directions give n
by the War Cabinet in January 1942 and subsequently 2 each of th e
services was required to submit quarterly, where practicable, and in an y
event half-yearly, a consolidated programme of its requirements o f
munitions items . The Defence Committee reviewed the programmes an d
made recommendations, through the Minister for Defence, to War Cabinet .
The programmes, as finally approved by War Cabinet, were referred t o
the War Commitments Committee to consider the availability of man power . In confirming these arrangements, at a meeting on 3rd Novembe r
1943, War Cabinet made it clear that the responsibility of the Defenc e
Committee was limited to making a general review of the programme s
submitted to ensure that they were appropriate to the strategic situatio n
and the nature and scale of expected operations, and corresponded t o
the forces to be maintained during the period of the programme . It wa s
to be the responsibility of the War Commitments Committee to examin e
the decisions of War Cabinet as to production and to report to th e
Minister for Defence upon any manpower questions arising therefro m
which were considered to require consideration by the Minister or b y
3 See Chapter 5, Section 2 above .
a War Cabinet Minutes 1815, 2149, 2503, 2616, 2771 and 2774 .
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War Cabinet . Proposals for works were originated by various departments ,
each of which had the responsibility for ensuring that the proposals
were essential and in conformity with policy . The responsibility of the
Defence Committee was limited to the allocation of appropriate prioritie s
to projects submitted to it . 3 From time to time these procedures wer e
in fact used to review claims and projects and to reduce demands o n
manpower . The main adjustments, however, still had to be made b y
War Cabinet itself rather than by the instrumentalities of governmen t
because the major decisions were still essentially political decisions .
The decisions of War Cabinet of 1st October and the informatio n
on which they were based had been forwarded to MacArthur and hi s
assistance was sought in giving effect to the changes . 4 Early in December ,
in Brisbane, Curtin discussed the situation with MacArthur and it wa s
later reported to the Advisory War Council that MacArthur had said
that it was, of course, a matter entirely for the Australian Government t o
decide the extent and nature of its own war effort and had " expresse d
his full agreement with the general principles laid down" . 5
There does not appear to be any formal record of the conversatio n
between MacArthur and Curtin in Brisbane but the Australian viewpoin t
is indicated in a letter which Curtin addressed to the Commander-in-Chie f
on 22nd November 1943, suggesting that the talk be arranged . Curtin
specifically had in mind, in addition to the broad question of balancin g
the Australian war effort, a discussion concerning the area in whic h
the Australian forces assigned to MacArthur were to be employed in th e
future, and he drew attention in his letter to three factors . First, Australi a
had "a special interest in the employment of its own forces in th e
operations for the ejectment of the enemy from territory under its ow n
administration" (i .e . the Australian territory of Papua and the mandated
territory of New Guinea and adjacent islands) . Second, the original directive to MacArthur made it essential to inform the Australian Government
of any proposal to use its forces outside Australia and the mandate d
territory and, in the course of his letter, Curtin also recalled an official
memorandum which had been furnished to Dr Evatt in Washington i n
1942 in amplification of the directive and which explicitly said tha t
each of the nations whose forces or land possessions were involved i n
military operations in the South-West Pacific Area retained the powe r
to refuse the use of its forces for any project which it considered inadvisable .
Third, the Australian Government must have regard to the limit on th e
employment of the Citizen Forces which was imposed by the Defenc e
(Citizen Military Forces) Act, 1943, and must also exercise effectively it s
responsibility to the people of Australia in respect of the employment of
Australian forces . Hence, while the Australian Government did not desir e
to interfere in any way with MacArthur's conduct of operations or to
participate in the formulation of plans and while it had the utmost
3 War Cabinet Minute 3119, 3 Nov 1943 ; Agendum 455/1943, 30 Oct 1943 .
4 Advisory War Council Minute 1253, 11 Nov 1943 .
6 Advisory War Council Minute 1270, 9 Dec 1943 .
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confidence in MacArthur's handling of these matters, Curtin wanted t o
learn something of "prospective plans in regard to the use of the Australian land forces, in order that the Australian Government may conside r
their contemplated use " . In a reply of 24th November, MacArthu r
assured Curtin of his willingness to acquaint him with "everything tha t
is within my scope and knowledge", and presumably, in their conversation in Brisbane, did so .
In New Guinea in September Australian forces had captured Lae an d
Salamaua and then made a successful landing at Finschhafen, the objec t
being to gain control of the Vitiaz Strait and thus make possible th e
seizure of bases in western New Britain . In November the 9th Division
around Finschhafen defeated a final Japanese counter-attack and took th e
dominating heights of Sattelberg. By mid-December the enemy was in full
retreat towards the Sepik .
The Australian Army had now virtually done its job on the mainlan d
of New Guinea east of the Sepik, and its strength was largely spent .
It had borne the main burden of the fighting on land in New Guine a
from the outset . The landing of American forces at Arawe in New Britai n
on 15th December and at Cape Gloucester on 26th December marke d
the opening of a new phase in which MacArthur ' s American forces woul d
form the spearheads . Already in November American forces of the South
Pacific Area had established themselves on Bougainville .
A policy directive for the use of the Australian Army in the ne w
phase was signed by General Blamey on 23rd December . It provided for
the gradual relief of the Australian Military Forces in forward operation s
in New Guinea by American forces . The 7th and 9th Divisions (comprising, with the 6th Division, the I Australian Corps) would be with drawn to the mainland for training and rehabilitation, and the component s
of the II Australian Corps (3rd, 5th and 11th Divisions) would b e
employed on garrison duties, or engaged in training and rehabilitatio n
on the mainland or in New Guinea . When the relief was complete ther e
would remain in New Guinea a corps of approximately two jungle divisions ,
plus base troops . 6 At the time when the policy directive was issued th e
6th Division was on the mainland ; the 7th and 9th Divisions had bee n
in New Guinea since July and August 1943 . (The 7th had had an earlie r
period of six months in New Guinea from August 1942 to February 1943 . )
Some militia brigades had been in New Guinea since 1942 .
Early in 1944 the assignment of Australian forces to the South-Wes t
Pacific Area was reviewed, having regard to the return of the A .I .F .
divisions, the reorganisation of the A .M .F . and the development of th e
R .A .A .F ., and a new decision was taken by the War Cabinet specifyin g
the Australian forces under MacArthur's command . The decision followe d
the decision of April 1942 in virtually placing all combat sections of th e
Australian defence forces under the Commander-in-Chief, subject to th e
9

War Cabinet Minute 3264, 21 Jan 1944, and Advisory War Council file "Role of Australia n
Forces in the Pacific" .
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Defence (Citizen Military Forces) Act, 1943, and the Proclamation o f
19th February 1943 defining the limits of the area in which members of th e
Citizen Military Forces might be required to serve . The forces assigne d
consisted, in the main, of the following :
Naval—Four cruisers, four L .S .I ., four destroyers, two sloops, 35 mine-sweepin g
vessels and four auxiliary anti-submarine vessels .
Army—The First Australian Army (three divisions, plus two brigades and corp s
troops) . The Second Australian Army (one division plus ancillaries) . The
New Guinea Force (four divisions, plus one brigade and corps troops) .
The III Australian Corps (one division plus corps troops including a n
armoured brigade group) . The Northern Territory Force (one division plu s
ancillaries), and the L .H .Q . Reserve (an armoured brigade group) . ?
Air—Thirty-six combat squadrons and all the associated establishment excep t
transport squadrons . 8

In February 1944 the 1st American Cavalry Division had seized th e
Admiralty Islands . In March the Americans occupied Emirau Island. The
encirclement of Rabaul, site of the big Japanese advanced naval base
and of the headquarters of their Eighth Area Army, was now complete .
The general strategical situation was described by the Australian Defenc e
Committee in a review dated 25th March 1944, prepared at the directio n
of the War Cabinet, as follows :
United States Naval Forces of considerably greater strength than those of th e
Japanese, assisted by carrier-borne aircraft and long-range bombers, dominate th e
Pacific through the Gilberts and the Marshalls as far as Truk and the Marianas .
Truk is no longer usable as a principal naval base in the Pacific, the Japanes e
having been forced to use Palau as their most advanced Pacific Naval Base .
The Indian Ocean is controlled by the Eastern Fleet, the strength of which i s
gradually being built up . At present, it consists of three capital ships, two or three
carriers, eight heavy cruisers, five light cruisers and about 24 destroyers, plus escor t
vessels. It is possible, however, at present for the Japanese to concentrate a forc e
superior to this fleet .
Continuous Allied submarine patrols are being maintained in all areas wher e
enemy shipping or men-o '-war are likely to be met .
The greater part of New Guinea, part of New Britain, part of the Admiralt y
Islands, and practically the whole of the Solomons are directly under Allied militar y
and air control . The remainder of New Britain, New Ireland, Rabaul and Kavien g
are neutralised by shore-based air attack and blockade by sea and air . The maintenance by the enemy of his forces in these areas will become increasingly difficult .
Allied surface forces are operating freely in the Bismarck Archipelago and mak e
possible seaborne landings in New Guinea, when and where necessary, which woul d
result in the isolation of Japanese forces along the north coast of New Guinea .
Merauke on the south coast of New Guinea is in our hands and A .I .F. patrol s
are infiltrating beyond the Eilanden River .
Timor and the islands to the eastward form the nearest enemy-occupied territor y
to Australia .
Considerable facilities for enemy forces, both naval and air, exist in the Singapore Surabaya area, and it is known that strong enemy forces have been based in thos e
areas .
7

The two armoured divisions had been broken up in 1943, but two armoured brigade groups
had been retained .
', War Cabinet Minute 3285, 21 Jan 1944 ; Agendum 30/1944.
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The total strength of the Australian land forces in October 1943 had
been 457,000 . Since December 1941 a total of 147,000 had served i n
New Guinea and Papua . The total casualties sustained there to 30th
October were 9,423 (including 3,275 dead) . About 60 per cent of the
troops engaged had been A .I .F . and they had suffered about 78 per cen t
of the casualties . The A .I .F . divisions, however, were not wholly composed of veterans . The 6th Division had received 5,500 new troops since
it returned from the Middle East ; the 7th Division 10,000 ; and the 9th
had been freshened with 6,000 reinforcements which had been sent to the
Middle East but had not been in action and 2,000 men posted to i t
since its return to Australia . 9
Three months later, after the successful completion of the Huon Peninsula campaign, the Advisory War Council was informed that the numbe r
of Australian troops in New Guinea would be reduced to 49,000 by June . '
At that time (February), the relative strengths of the United States an d
Australian land forces in New Guinea were 174,731 Americans an d
112,876 Australians . Their respective share in the operations durin g
the previous two years was revealed by the higher Australian casualties ,
the estimated losses in operations in New Guinea and adjacent islands u p
to the end of January 1944 being 8,032 Americans (2,906 killed ; 3,54 1
wounded and 1,585 missing) and 10,470 Australians (3,298 killed, 6,91 6
wounded and 256 missing) . 2 The Americans had, of course, taken th e
larger share in the naval and air operations .
In accordance with Blarney's policy directive of December 1943, th e
greater part of the 7th and 9th Divisions returned to the mainland i n
February and March 1944, and the organisation of the three A .I .F .
divisions as "jungle divisions" to form an offensive force proceeded . B y
1st July the 5th Division (4th, 8th and 15th Brigades) was forward i n
New Guinea, the 11th (6th and 23rd Brigades) was around Wau, an d
the 11th Brigade was at Merauke in Dutch New Guinea .
For the time being the effective policy controlling the armed service s
was the manpower decisions of October 1943 . The services continued
to struggle to retain their men, but the Government's decision, strongly
backed by the Country Party members of the Advisory War Council ,
prevailed and the withdrawal of men for industry, and rural industry in
particular, continued .
In October War Cabinet had directed that the release of 15,00 0
experienced rural workers from the services and from the munitions an d
aircraft industries should be regarded as an urgent priority, but difficultie s
were encountered . On the one hand farmers were unwilling to accep t
labour other than that which they nominated for release from the services ,
predominantly sons and relatives previously employed on the farm, an d
they were unwilling or unable to pay award rates to new labour . On th e
other hand few men in munitions work would return to rural work an d
Advisory War Council Minute 1249, 11 Nov 1943 .
1 Advisory War Council Minute 1295, 15 Feb 1944 .
2 Advisory War Council Minute 1298, 15 Feb 1944 .
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the War Commitments Committee commented that it would be unrealisti c
to expect that it was administratively and politically possible to forc e
any large-scale return of industrial workers to permanent farm work whil e
the demand for such workers for secondary industries, at considerably
higher wage rates and far superior working conditions, continued . 3 Th e
services and the "Munitions-Aircraft bloc", having been called upo n
by the October 1943 decisions to yield up 20,000 men, were watchfu l
to ensure that they were not regarded by other claimants as simply a
reservoir of manpower . In the case of the "Munitions-Aircraft bloc" th e
difficulty was increased by indefiniteness about what undertakings wer e
covered by the word "bloc" and by the fact that increasing commitment s
for Allied supplies were perpetually raising the demands on branches o f
production which came under the control of the Munitions Department .
By decision on 21st December 1943, War Cabinet required the Director General of Manpower to "facilitate to the maximum extent the transfe r
of persons who seek release from the Munitions-Aircraft bloc to return t o
high-priority industries such as rural, timber, transport, food processing ,
and that he release all personnel desirous of enlisting for aircrews" . I t
was essential, the War Cabinet agreed, that a policy of "selective releases"
be pursued to the greatest extent possible and also varied the traditional
rule of "last on first off" by saying that the war effort would suffer i f
persons were released who could not be placed in essential industrie s
or in the services, or if munitions establishments retained fit young men of
the type required for the services or men required for industry othe r
than munitions production . Men with rural experience should be mad e
available for rural industries . 4
The decision reveals clearly the reversed importance of industries an d
the new role of Australia . The essential industries were now thos e
engaged in producing materials or foodstuffs or rendering services suc h
as transport .
The demands for labour for food production were not readily met . A
meeting of the Food Executive on 29th and 30th December 194 3
reported to War Cabinet that for lack of manpower Australia was stil l
unable to produce foodstuffs in the form and at the time required .
Although 15,000 men were to be released for rural industries from th e
Munitions and Aircraft "bloc" and from the services, the response fro m
munitions workers had been "very poor indeed", and of 5,986 recommendations submitted to the army up to 13th December only 874 ha d
been approved . Food processing was also adversely affected by the labou r
shortage . The War Cabinet referred the complaint to the War Commitments Committee . 5
Meanwhile the War Commitments Committee, in accordance with th e
instructions given by War Cabinet on 1st October, was undertaking a
review of the manpower position at the end of 1943 . There was som e
s War Cabinet Minute 3523, 3 May 1944 ; Agendum 80/1944 and Supplement No . 1 and 215/1944.
*War Cabinet Minute 3233, 21 Dec 1943 .
5 War Cabinet Minute 3289, 21 Jan; Agendum 40/1944 .
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delay and hesitation in reaching decisions on their findings . The repor t
prepared after meetings of the Committee on 15th December 1943 an d
17th January 1944 was not considered by the War Cabinet until 6t h
March 1944, and was then deferred pending the receipt of reports fro m
service Ministers which Curtin had sought .
When it was again brought forward in a revised and extended form ,
the report was again deferred so that it might be considered in conjunctio n
with a review of the war effort which had been prepared by the Defence
C'ommittee . 6
The deferring of the submission on manpower appears to have bee n
due largely to a realisation early in 1944 that, beyond the readjustmen t
in the Australian war effort because of manpower difficulties, there ha d
arisen a broader question of reconsidering the whole of the war effor t
in the light of the changed strategical outlook .
Discharges from the army had already increased . In response t o
questions by Fadden, who urged the importance of the "food front" ,
Blarney told the Advisory War Council on 20th January 1944 that fro m
1st November 1943 to 15th January 1944 13,562 applications for discharg e
had been received and 5,121 had been approved . Members of the Counci l
complained at the slowness in dealing with the applications and to th e
reluctance of men discharged from the army or from war industry t o
undertake rural labour at the rates which farmers, accustomed to family
labour, would offer . The Prime Minister told them that he, too, wa s
disappointed at the small proportion of released labour that went t o
food production . The Government was reviewing the whole position an d
had before it proposals "which might involve the compulsory employment of labour for private enterprise " .
Curtin appears to have had momentary misgivings . On 20th January
he told the Advisory War Council that he did not favour a solution o f
the problem at the expense of the army, in view of the potential Japanes e
strength in the northern areas . There was also the aspect that th e
prospective scale of operations in this theatre would determine the limit s
of the contribution which Australia could make for naval and air forc e
commitments and supplies for other theatres .
His misgivings, however, delayed but did not alter the carrying ou t
of the adjustment .
Up to the middle of February 1944 about 6,000 workers had bee n
added to the rural labour force . To obtain the maximum use of army
personnel to provide seasonal labour for rural industries, the War Commitments Committee recommended in February that there should b e
compulsory direction of army personnel to such work at award rates an d
current munition conditions but this was not done . ?
These decisions of War Cabinet on 3rd May 1944 did not make an y
significant variation in the decisions of October 1943, but chiefly con 7

War Cabinet Minutes 3353, 6 Mar 1944, and 3466 of 19 Apr ; Agendum 80/1944 and Supplement.
War Cabinet Minute 3523, 3 May 1944 ; Agendum 80/1944 and Supplement No . I, and 215/1944.
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cerned the means by which the objectives of October could be attained .
The war effort of the services was still limited ; the parallel role o f
Australia as a provider of supplies and services was reaffirmed an d
the importance of foodstuff production in the discharging of that rol e
was reasserted .
The reorganisation and the attempts to build up an offensive forc e
of three divisions on the mainland were being carried out side by sid e
with the manpower adjustments and in May the Department of the Arm y
reported a deficiency in the manpower requirements of the offensive forc e
of about 20,000 personnel "in connection with the primary task o f
operations against the enemy now being planned" . In addition provision
would have to be made to repair deficiencies in the New Guinea Forc e
and to maintain it in the field . Between 1st October 1943 and 30th Apri l
1944 there had been a net loss in manpower to the army of over 44,000 ,
for 47,919 personnel had been discharged and 1,802 had died and th e
monthly intake had been only 797 instead of the War Cabinet ' s allocation
of 1,500 (550 men and 950 women) . A considerable number of unit s
on the mainland had been disbanded to provide personnel to meet th e
deficiency in the requirements of the offensive force but this made onl y
a relatively small contribution.
The kernel of the situation as seen from the military side—to fight or
not to fight—was plainly put in a letter, dated 23rd May 1944, from th e
Acting Minister for the Army to the Acting Prime Minister, Forde, durin g
Curtin's absence in England, as follows :
The situation has now arisen where it will be necessary for the Government t o
inform the Commander-in-Chief, South-West Pacific Area, that owing to the man power situation, the Australian Military Forces will, of necessity, have to be relieve d
of a substantial portion of its present task in providing garrisons in New Guine a
and elsewhere, and the operations of the offensive force must be delayed in orde r
that provision of the necessary manpower can be arranged . In addition, one of the
A.I .F . Divisional Task Forces cannot be employed for a considerable time, a s
the manpower is not available to bring it up to strength and provide for maintenance . . . . The issue which is now a matter for decision by the Government i s
whether the direct contribution of the Australian Army to operations in the South West Pacific Area is to be reduced, and the food front maintained and increased .
It is also for decision whether the army is to provide the manpower, or whethe r
the other sources of manpower are to be fully exploited and diverted to rura l
industry.

On 23rd May a new priority was declared for the dairying industry ,
which still had not obtained the 10,000 men allocated to it in Januar y
1944 out of the 15,000 allocated for agriculture in October 1943 . The
army was directed to re-examine applications and release as many me n
as possible in the interests of dairying . The Civil Constructional Corp s
and the Munitions and Aircraft "bloc" were to be "combed to the fulles t
practicable extent " to obtain men for dairying and the services and departments were to draw the attention of personnel to the manpower position
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and invite persons previously engaged in the industry to seek their release . 8
Cabinet shrank from a proposal to reduce the butter ration . 9
Then, at this point of time, the Munitions " bloc" again pointed to th e
fact that many of the new and increasing demands for supplies coul d
only be met by production by agencies within the "bloc" and that i t
needed more, not fewer men . War Cabinet was eventually obliged in June
1944 to require a sub-committee of the War Commitments Committe e
to keep the commitments of the "bloc" under review and report regularl y
on its manpower requirements . )
Early in the year two months' leave without pay was granted to soldier s
to return to employment in the coal-mining industry and when thi s
period expired a further six months' leave was approved . 2
The sugar industry in Queensland was also in difficulties and exceptional measures were taken to obtain cane-cutters from the army an d
from other sources, including the Civil Aliens Corps . 3
A significant contribution to the supply of rural workers was no w
being made by Italian prisoners of war . The Government had agreed in
April 1941 to accept the custody of up to 50,000 prisoners of war from
the Middle East, the United Kingdom Government accepting financia l
responsibility . Because of the shortage of ships, however, only 6,000 the n
arrived . On 14th May 1943 the War Cabinet approved the acceptanc e
of up to 10,000 additional Italian prisoners then in India . At the sam e
time it directed that the employment of prisoners on farms and in other
work should be arranged by the Director-General of Manpower . Their
hours of work were to be those ordinarily applying in industry and thei r
pay a minimum of £1 a week subject to revision upward by the Department of Labour and National Service and the Director-General of Man power . The objective was to be the contribution by employers of ful l
award rates when the prisoners were capable of earning them . By August
1944 there were 14,720 Italian and 1,585 German prisoners in Australia .
Of the Italians 10,200 "other ranks" were then employed on farms and a t
hostels ; 2,500 more "other ranks" were soon to be sent out to employment ,
plus 200 officers, who had volunteered for farm work .
4—THE EFFECTS OF THE CHANGED STRATEG Y
While the Government was wrestling with the problems of the adjustment of the Australian war effort and the reallocation of manpower ,
decisions of high policy were being taken elsewhere that brought a
change of strategy for the defeat of Japan . At the Cairo Conference in
November-December 1943 Churchill, Roosevelt and Chiang Kai-shek ,
with their respective military and diplomatic advisers, discussed the wa r
8 War Cabinet Minute 3551, 23 May 1944 .
8 War Cabinet Minute 3554, 23 May 1944.
i War Cabinet Minute 3612, 12 Jun 1944 ; Agendum 310/1944 .
2 War Cabinet Minute 3552, 23 May 1944 .
8 War Cabinet Agendum 277/1944 .
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against Japan and pledged themselves to persevere in "the serious an d
prolonged operations which are necessary to procure the unconditiona l
surrender of Japan" . The official communique published after the conference said that the several military missions had agreed upon futur e
military operations against Japan .
Whatever the Australian Government learnt about the Cairo Conferenc e
they learnt after the discussions had been completed and the indication s
are that they did not gain their knowledge all at once but bit by bi t
in the succeeding months .
In January 1944 the Australian Government learnt that the Unite d
Kingdom Government was making available a naval task force for operations in the Pacific . It would comprise the battle cruiser Renown, th e
aircraft carriers Illustrious and Victorious, four cruisers, twelve destroyer s
(including some "N" and "Q " class ships of the R .A .N .) and three supply
ships . The force would probably operate under the command of Admira l
Nimitz and use would be made of the facilities available at Sydney fo r
maintenance and stores . 4
At this stage a puzzling Japanese move took place . The Japanese Combined Fleet, which had been at Truk for many months, suddenly departed ,
and part of it arrived at Singapore late in February . When MacArthur
learnt of this he was on the eve of his invasion of the Admiralties . H e
decided that the appearance of part of the Japanese Fleet (includin g
two capital ships) at Singapore might portend a foray against Fremantle ,
and on 28th February he ordered General Kenney to prepare to sen d
strong air reinforcements to Western Australia .
On 4th March Curtin asked Churchill whether, in view of the recen t
American attacks on Truk and the movement of the Japanese Fleet fro m
that base, a Japanese incursion into the Indian Ocean was probable, an d
whether it was possible for the Japanese to attempt a diversion to reliev e
the pressure in the Pacific . If so, would they attempt anything more tha n
raids and what were the probable objectives and Allied capacity to repel
such attacks? This cablegram crossed one from Churchill in which the
opinion was expressed that the fleet had been withdrawn because Tru k
had become too exposed. It was not thought that serious danger either
to India or Western Australia was likely to develop, but this did not
preclude the possibility of occasional offensive sorties.
On 4th March, however, two Japanese battleships, escorted b y
destroyers, left Singapore in the direction of Surabaya . The Australian
Chiefs of Staff reported on 8th March that all local defences at Fremantle
had been manned, submarines were forming a patrol to seaward, step s
had been taken to clear Fremantle harbour of shipping, and air reinforcements had been sent to the west coast . 5 On 17th March a radar statio n
reported an unidentified aircraft approaching Geraldton . Consequently
an air raid warning was sounded in Perth and air raid wardens went t o
4 Advisory War Council Minute 1284, 20 Jan 1944 .
G

These moves which involved seven RAAF squadrons are described in G . Odgers, Air War Against

Japan, 1943-1945 (1957), in the Air series of this history .
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their posts, but no attack developed . A fortnight later it was reporte d
that most of the Japanese naval forces had been moved from Singapor e
to Davao in the Philippine Islands .° From 20th March onwards th e
R .A .A .F . squadrons that had been sent to the west moved back to thei r
former stations . '
It may have been this incident, or it may have been a question directe d
to him in Parliament and answered on 2nd March, that made Curti n
more acutely conscious that only sketchy information had been provide d
about the decisions reached at Cairo concerning British plans for participation in the war in the Pacific .° Certainly he cabled to Churchill on 4t h
March to ask whether he could be informed of the progress of th e
planning . On the 11th Churchill replied that two broad conceptions wer e
being examined : one that the main British effort should be directed agains t
the Malay barrier using India as the main base ; and the other that th e
bulk of the naval forces, with certain land and air forces, should operat e
on the left flank of the United States forces in the Pacific with Australi a
as their main base . Before reaching a decision the relative base potentialities of India and Australia should be known, and he proposed tha t
Britain should send small parties of administrative experts to Australia .
Curtin consulted MacArthur, Blamey and the Chiefs of Staff abou t
this proposal, and, largely on Blarney's advice, he replied to London tha t
Australia had already supplied substantial information about facilities i n
Australia to the Admiralty, the War Office and the Air Ministry an d
other sources of information were readily available . United Kingdo m
representatives would be welcome but it might be preferable to defe r
their movement until plans had progressed further, when the best result s
would probably be obtained by sending "representatives of the staffs an d
advance parties of the forces concerned" . He added that "a separate system
of command could not be established" and that "the administrative expert s
sent to Australia should be attached to the staffs of the respective Australia n
Services" .
The Admiralty had already appointed Rear-Admiral C . S. Daniel an d
a staff to make investigations in the South-West Pacific . Curtin's telegra m
caused Churchill to delay their arrival, but on 28th April, with Australia n
consent, Daniel was instructed to make the last lap of his journey t o
Australia . A proposal to send a larger group was postponed until th e
meeting of Dominion Prime Ministers in London early in May .
In the first week of the Prime Ministers' meeting, when the war agains t
Japan was brought under consideration, Curtin gave an account of th e
Australian decisions of October 1943 for the re-balancing of the war effor t
and referred to the representations made to the United Kingdom Government and the lack of any reply to them . He then raised the question o f
e Advisory War Council Minute 1330, 5 Apr 1944 .
7 The Japanese Fleet was withdrawn from Truk because it feared American carrier attacks, whic h
in fact were launched on 17th and 18th February, a few days after the ships had gone .
e See Commonwealth Debates, Vol 177, p . 949.
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basing United Kingdom forces in Australia and welcomed the proposals ,
although at the same time emphasising the questions of principle an d
procedure to which he had referred in his telegram of 22nd March, namel y
that regard should be paid to the existing Allied and Australian arrangements in the South-West Pacific and that the capacity to base British force s
on Australia and to provide for their requirements would have to b e
considered by the Australian Government at the highest level, in vie w
of the Australian manpower problem and the relationship of new demand s
to existing commitments to the United States and the United Kingdom .
At a meeting of the Defence Committee on 10th May a statemen t
of the British forces available for a Pacific strategy was presented . It
pictured a fleet of 4 battleships, 4 fleet carriers, 10 cruisers and corresponding numbers of other vessels being available late in 1944 (assumin g
Germany then to have been defeated) . This would be increased to 6
battleships, 5 fleet carriers, 5 light carriers and 25 cruisers late in 1945 .
Five infantry divisions might have arrived by April 1945 . The air contingent would eventually contain 157 squadrons : 63 R .A .A .F . squadron s
including 11 from Europe and the Middle East, 16 R .N .Z .A .F . and
78 R .A .F .
The available records of the discussion at the Prime Ministers' Conference are less explicit than the minutes recorded in Australia of a n
account given by Admiral Daniel at a meeting of the Advisory Wa r
Council on 2nd May. Welcoming him, the Acting Prime Minister sai d
that Admiral Daniel had formerly been Director of Plans at the Admiralt y
and had recently arrived in Australia to examine, in collaboration wit h
Australian officers, the facilities necessary to enable British naval force s
to operate in the Pacific using Australia as their base . His mission wa s
exploratory, without commitment, but involved wide and important issue s
of British cooperation in the Pacific which were to be discussed at th e
conference of Prime Ministers in London . Daniel then made a statemen t
which is summarised in the Council's minutes as follows :
(a) At the Cairo and Teheran Conferences it was decided, subject to final approval ,
that the major effort against Japan should be made in the Pacific . One o f
the matters which arose out of this decision was the question of the transfe r
of R .N . forces to the Pacific . This has been the subject of discussions betwee n
the First Sea Lord and Admiral King, and, at the latter's suggestion, it wa s
decided to send a British Service Mission to the United States and th e
Pacific to investigate the problems associated with such transfer .
(b) There were two strategical conceptions which affected the part to be playe d
by the Royal Navy in the war against Japan :
Firstly—the Indian Ocean strategy . This envisaged landings on Sumatr a
followed by operations for the recapture of Singapore, involving perhap s
10-12 divisions . If the Royal Navy were committed to such a strategy, th e
demands would be so great as to make it extremely unlikely for the Roya l
Navy to be able to do anything in the Pacific .
Secondly—the Pacific Ocean strategy . This envisaged Royal Navy Forces
working in close cooperation with United States Forces for an attack i n
force on the Philippines, Hong Kong, Formosa, and perhaps Japan .
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(c) The general feeling in Washington was that United States Naval Forces wer e
self-sufficient for the task in the Pacific . United States Naval losses in th e
operations to date had been light, but they might increase as operation s
continued, and the United States authorities did not, therefore, exclude th e
possibility of British assistance in the Pacific . If, however, Britain wer e
committed in the Indian Ocean and operations in Malaya and adjacent area s
did not proceed as rapidly as expected, we would not be able to come t o
the assistance of the United States Forces . In this event, both prongs of the
advance would be held up .
(d) Admiral Daniel's personal view was that the Pacific strategy was the correc t
one . Immense operations would be necessary for the defeat of Japan an d
we could not have too great a preponderance of strength . Royal Navy Force s
should be based on Australia and operate through the New Hebrides ,
Solomons, Admiralty Islands to the Philippines, thus ensuring secure base s
along the lines of communication .
(e) Until Germany was defeated (the "official" date for which was Octobe r
1944), a British Task Force was all that could be made available for th e
Pacific . After the defeat of Germany, a force of the following order coul d
be made available :
4 to 6 modern battleship s
4 fleet carriers
7 light carriers
18 escort carrier s
12 large and small cruisers
60 destroyer s
100 escort vessel s
900 aircraft (carrier-based )
300 aircraft (land-based )
24 submarine s
2 amphibious division s
(f) Australia would, in effect, become a "Pearl Harbour" for operations by th e
British Naval Forces in the Pacific, just as Pearl Harbour was the basi s
of the advance of the United States fleet in the Pacific. This would involve
a considerable expansion of the facilities at Sydney and elsewhere, and hi s
mission was to investigate this problem .
(g) The Japanese fleet would give battle when a vital enemy objective wa s
threatened . The Philippines and Formosa might be so regarded by the enemy ,
in which event a decisive naval action would probably be fought .
(h) The Indian Ocean strategy would not be proceeded with if forces were concentrated in the Pacific . A weak naval force would probably be retained
in the Indian Ocean .
(i) It was important that there should be no delay in making our maximum
effort against Japan, as soon as Germany was defeated. Speed was th e
essence of the matter and everything possible should be done to avoid a
long drawn out war against Japan.

The Acting Prime Minister expressed to Rear-Admiral Daniel the thank s
of the Council for his informative statement .`'
This statement gave the Australian Ministers only a discreet glimps e
of aspects of "a long and complicated debate" which began on 30t h
December 1943 immediately after the Cairo conference and "was to en d
only in September 1944, after involving the Prime Minister and th e
9 Advisory War Council Minute 1352, 2 May 1944 .
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British Chiefs of Staff in perhaps their most serious disagreement o f
the war" . 1
The debate had been set in train when, after Cairo, the British Chief s
of Staff drafted a telegram to the Governments of Australia and Ne w
Zealand disclosing their plans for large-scale participation side by sid e
with the Americans in the war in the Pacific . Churchill found himself
"immediately in disagreement", preferring to "advance eastwards to the
Malay Peninsula and the Dutch islands, using India as our base" . 2 Th e
Australian Ministers seemed, at the time, to have learnt no more abou t
this debate and the various compromise solutions that were propose d
than Admiral Daniel told them at this meeting and Churchill had reveale d
in his telegram of 11th March . 3
There is no record that Curtin was promptly informed of the statements made in Australia, but it is reasonable to assume that he ha d
himself become possessed of this information . In London he continued
to give main attention to the decisions already made for an adjustmen t
of the Australian war effort and appeared to be concerned with th e
decisions on strategy chiefly in their relationship to the demand on Australian manpower.
On 17th May Curtin, in a memorandum to Churchill, said that Australi a
did not possess the manpower and material needed to meet all the demand s
being made on her . He mentioned that at October 1943 United State s
demands were involving the employment of 75,000 Australians and the
number was expected to reach 100,000 by June 1944 . Australia coul d
only maintain additional forces by adjusting her war effort in some other
direction and he put forward an assumption that "if strategical considerations indicated that additional forces should be sent to Australia, the
resources of the United Nations would be capable of making goo d
deficiencies which could not be supplied by the Commonwealth" . Th e
initial step in the whole matter should be a decision by the Combine d
Chiefs of Staff in the realm of higher strategy as to whether these additional forces were ultimately to be sent to the Pacific .
Finally he suggested :
It is highly desirable to obtain a decision by the Combined Chiefs of Staff as t o
whether additional forces are ultimately to be sent to the Pacific, in order tha t
the Australian Government may proceed with the measures necessary for suppl y
and maintenance . If such a decision is not possible, the Combined Chiefs of Staff
should express a general view on the desirability of Australia proceeding with thes e
measures, in view of the fact that the resources can be absorbed in other direction s
in the war effort of the United Nations. A precise assessment of what Australia is
capable of doing can then be worked out and communicated to the United Kingdo m
1 J . Ehrman,

Grand Strategy, Vol V, p . 425 .
Churchill, The Second World War, Vol V, pp . 504-5 . "In this," Churchill added (p . 506), "I wa s
fully supported by the Foreign Office, who thought that the British role in the Far East shoul d
not be a mere minor contribution to the Americans ; this was not likely to appeal to the British
people . Moreover, the peoples of Asia were little interested in the Pacific Islands as compare d
with the wide regions which meant most to them . In contrast, the strategy advocated by SouthEast Asia Command would have immediate psychological and political effects which would haste n
the defeat of Japan . "
'The discussions are described in detail in Ehrman, Grand Strategy, Vol V, pp . 421-524.
2
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Government . The decision as to the nature and extent of its war effort is, of course ,
a matter for the Australian Government .

On 22nd May the British Chiefs of Staff agreed with Blarney that th e
British reconnaissance parties to go to Australia should be integrate d
with the Australian staffs and not operate as an independent mission ,
and Curtin approved this arrangement .
At the Prime Ministers' Conference the British Minister for Labou r
and National Service, Ernest Bevin, had opened a discussion of post-war
employment plans and manpower problems after the defeat of Germany ,
subjects not included in the original agenda cabled to Australia . Bevin sai d
that Britain had been compelled to put a large army into the field agains t
Germany but that the prosecution of the war against Japan would cal l
for a predominance of naval and air forces . The British Government ha d
decided not to use the term demobilisation during the continuance o f
the war against Japan but was proceeding on the basis that a reallocatio n
of manpower between the forces and industry would take place . It was
important that this idea should be fostered to avoid possible disconten t
among members of the forces who would be in the Far East . The Government had carried a bill through Parliament giving all men and wome n
in the services a right to reinstatement in their civilian employment eve n
where an employer had found it necessary to engage a substitute durin g
the transition period . In the interim period before the defeat of Japa n
the National Service Act would remain in force and men would continu e
to be called up . At the same time men would be released according t o
a system which took into account length of service and age ; and there
would be limited provision for the release of men needed for urgent
reconstruction work .
The Minister for Production, Oliver Lyttelton, said that the Government had for four or five months been studying the requirements fo r
the continuation of the war against Japan, including the size of the force s
that could be deployed, the special weapons required, and the quantit y
of munitions they could rely on receiving from overseas .
The Canadian Prime Minister, Mackenzie King, said that Canada wa s
working on similar lines .
Curtin said that Australia could not look forward to making such plan s
for some time . All her efforts were still directed to prosecuting the wa r
in the Pacific. His Government had been trying to solve the proble m
that had arisen as a result of the conflicting demands of the Australian
forces for replenishment, of the Americans forces for supplies and th e
United Kingdom for agricultural products . They had been forced to contemplate a reallocation of its manpower not because of the existence o f
any transition period but because of the dictates of the war situation
by which Australia was faced . They found it very difficult to mak e
decisions in the absence of firm estimates of the demands they were
likely to be called on to fulfil and of the fighting forces they would b e
expected to maintain in the field . He recalled that these questions had
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been raised in a telegram sent to Mr Churchill in October last to whic h
a reply was still awaited . Since then the position had been further complicated by the receipt of further requests—for example, by one for th e
manning by Australia of more ships of the Royal Navy .
The situation was an unhappy one, Curtin added, and it was hope d
that it would be possible to let Australia soon have an indication of th e
fighting forces she would be expected to maintain and the supply an d
maintenance facilities she would be expected to supply for other forces .
The continued supply of agricultural products to the United Kingdo m
was dependent on the answers to these questions . He said that Bevin' s
proposals gave the impression that the United Kingdom contemplated a
long transition period and a small military, but large naval and air contribution to the war against Japan . The suggestion that men who had serve d
for long periods should be replaced by fresh recruits would in his opinio n
involve further delay in the impact against the Japanese enemy .
Bevin replied that it would be physically impracticable to ship an arm y
of 3,000,000 to the Far East and wasteful to retain them all in the services .
The United Kingdom's plans for the transitional period were designe d
primarily to make use of the surplus manpower available . 4
At a further discussion with Churchill, Curtin reached an agreement o n
the way in which Australia' s war effort might be apportioned . In fairness
to the Americans, in whose sphere of strategic responsibility Australi a
operated, he felt it was necessary that he discuss the matter in Washington ,
and, on his return, with MacArthur before submitting the question to th e
Australian Government . 5 Finally, this phase of his mission abroad reache d
its culmination in Washington on 2nd June, when he discussed the Australian war effort with the Combined Chiefs of Staff and received th e
following statement :
We have been instructed by the Combined Chiefs of Staff to convey to Mr Curti n
their acceptance of the paper put forward by him containing the basis of policy
that he suggests should be followed by the Australian Government with a view t o
the most effective prosecution of the war, and to request Mr Curtin to proceed o n
the suggested basis of a reduction to six divisions and two armoured brigades .
The Combined Chiefs of Staff invite Mr Curtin to inform them as to the alternative
uses to which the Australian Government considers the manpower released by thi s
reduction could best be applied . °

Curtin ' s first engagement after his arrival at Brisbane from Londo n
on 26th June 1944 was a conference with MacArthur . At a meeting of
the Advisory War Council on the afternoon of his arrival in Canberr a
on 29th June he informed members that Australia's service commitments
were to be limited to six divisions, plus naval and air forces . On his
instructions recommendations were immediately prepared for a further
4 Message No . 32, Curtin to Forde, 19 May 1944 received 21 May 1944 (included in message s
presented to the Advisory War Council as Agendum 16/1944) .
5 See Message No . 44, Curtin (in London) to Forde, 29 May received 30 May .
6 This and the preceding account are from War Cabinet Agendum 342/1944, 4 Jul 1944, whic h
was presented under his name .
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review of the Australian war effort in accordance with this objective . ? H e
proposed that immediate studies be made by the Defence Committee ,
Production Executive and War Commitments Committee regarding th e
present strength of the three services and the personnel required t o
maintain the Australian Military Forces at the reduced establishmen t
of six divisions and two armoured brigades for active operations ; to maintain the navy at present strength, plus additions arising from the Australia n
naval construction programme ; and to maintain the R .A .A .F . at the
strength of 53 squadrons to be achieved under the existing programm e
by the end of 1944 . In the final outcome Production Executive woul d
consider the allocation of manpower
to maintain the needs of the Australian forces ;
to provide an appropriate contribution to the needs of the United States forces ;
to provide an appropriate contribution to the needs of the United Kingdo m
forces which may be based on Australia;
to provide for the essential needs of the civilian population on standards appro priate to the present stage of the war, and the civilian standards of th e
countries whose forces will be supplied from Australian sources ;
to provide for the maintenance of food exports to the United Kingdom at th e
level agreed upon (i.e . on the scale previously agreed upon for 1944) ;
to provide for the production of such goods as may otherwise be provided fo r
export s

At the same time Curtin repeated to Churchill the case which he had
urged in London for a greater British contribution of both land and se a
forces to the war in the Far East .
After hearing General MacArthur's strategical plan (he said in a cablegram t o
Churchill), and his timetable for the conduct of his campaign in the South-Wes t
Pacific Area, I would, without wishing to appear importunate in the matter, lik e
to reiterate what I said in London about the time factor being the governin g
consideration in relation to the United Kingdom contribution . As British land and
air forces will not become available for some time, I have reached the conclusio n
that the best manner of ensuring the earliest and most effective association o f
British forces with those of the United States and Australia in the war agains t
Japan would be to assign to the Commander-in-Chief, South-West Pacific Area, th e
naval forces becoming available this year .
General MacArthur's operations are gaining pace, and it is well within th e
realm of possibility that his recapture of the major portion of those territorie s
within the area comprising New Guinea, the Philippines, Borneo and the Netherland s
East Indies may be effected before the end of 1945 . Thus his campaign might wel l
be far advanced towards accomplishment before the complete defeat of German y
releases appreciable outside forces for employment here.
General MacArthur's next major move is projected for early September whic h
will lead to the opening of the Philippine campaign in October . Following th e
partial occupation of the Philippines, he contemplates an attack upon Borneo an d
the Netherlands East Indies from north to south thus effecting the recapture b y
envelopment rather than by frontal assault from the south . General MacArthu r
believes his air and ground forces are adequate, his weakness lying only in hi s
naval strength .
This presents an ideal opportunity for the employment of the British Naval Tas k
7 Advisory War Council Minute 1395, 29 Jun 1944 ; and War Cabinet Agendum 342/1944 .
8 War Cabinet Agendum 342/1944.
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Force . It not only would contribute in great measure to the acceleration of th e
operations, but would be the naval spearhead in a large portion of this campaign .
It is the only effective means for placing the Union Jack in the Pacific alongside
the Australian and American flags . It would evoke great public enthusiasm i n
Australia and would contribute greatly to the restoration of Empire prestige i n
the Far East . The opportunity that presents itself is very real, but the pace o f
events here demands immediate action . It is understood there would be no difficult y
in basing this force on Australia and, if this suggestion is approved, the force s
should be made available at the earliest possible date .
I realise that alternative strategical views to that of basing United Kingdom
forces in Australia have to be considered . However, Britain's war record in relation
to her resources is so magnificent that it will bear favourable comparison wit h
any other nation, even if circumstances and the speed of the American programm e
preclude her making an early contribution of land and air forces to the war agains t
Japan . For that reason, I feel that the importance of a timely naval contribution
is worthy of your earnest consideration . a

While Curtin was promoting the idea of a British force, based o n
Australia, taking an active part in the offensive against Japan, his ow n
policy for a reduction of Australian operational forces was unchange d
and his dominant concern at home still appears to have been with th e
growing demands on manpower—demands which would certainly gro w
if a British fleet were supplied from Australia .
In February War Cabinet had called for another "general review of th e
war effort in the light of the present strategical situation" .' The resultin g
report by the Defence Committee on 25th March expressed the opinio n
that Australia was well past any reasonable risk of invasion or seriou s
attack . Measures necessary for the defence of Darwin and Fremantl e
should be maintained ; offensive action by enemy submarines against ship ping and all parts of the coast of the mainland was possible ; the chance s
of any landing or attack by surface forces on the east coast might b e
discounted and there was no danger of any air bombing on this coast ;
the chances of an enemy landing on the west coast were remote ; the
mainland area north of 20 degrees was the most vulnerable area .
Each of the Chiefs of Staff had then made his bid . The Navy said tha t
Australia's best and simplest contribution to the Allied offensive as th e
war moved farther into the Pacific and away from the Australian mainland
would be an increase in naval strength . Great Britain had put a numbe r
of warships out of commission because crews could not be provided fo r
them . Let Australia undertake to man them and thus obtain a squadron
of three cruisers and a flotilla of modern destroyers . The Army presse d
its claim for the means to maintain a striking force for offensive operation s
—described as "a Jungle Corps of three Divisions, Corps and Arm y
troops, including an Armoured Brigade" ; sufficient forces to hold the
areas seized ; essential garrisons on the mainland and New Guinea ; an d
the fixed defence, lines of communication and administrative units for th e
maintenance of these forces . The Air Force found it unreal to differentiat e
9 Telegram Johcu 78 to Churchill 4 Jul 1944 in Advisory War Council file "Strategy for Wa r
Against Japan—Global Strategy . "
l War Cabinet Minute 3334, 22 Feb 1944 .
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between forces required for defensive and offensive operations, admitte d
that the extent to which the R.A .A .F . would contribute to future offensive s
would be governed to some extent by the strength and nature of the Allie d
Air Forces available and asked for the application of the plan for 5 3
R .A .A .F. squadrons in the South-West Pacific which War Cabinet ha d
approved on 24th November 1943 . 2
In the Advisory War Council the non-governmental members were i n
favour of the Navy suggestion but War Cabinet was cautious . For the
time being no basic change in planning for the services was made, th e
argument about manpower continued, some adjustments were made i n
the allocation of the monthly intake between the services, and it wa s
decided to seek the return to Australia of some 3,000 R .A .N . personne l
serving overseas, mostly with the Eastern Fleet in the Indian Ocean . 3
During April, May and June the manpower discussions continued a s
recounted earlier . The Defence Committee's recommendations for a revie w
of the war effort were eventually approved, three months after they ha d
been made, and various studies proceeded . 4 Any hope they may have
had for a change in the role of the services was dashed when their repor t
on the requirements of the three services reached Curtin . After discussion
with Blamey, the Minister for Air and the Chief of the Air Staff, durin g
which he insisted on releases, Curtin returned the report with a minut e
expressing disappointment and directing the committee to make a furthe r
review immediately to bring about a reduction of 30,000 men in th e
strength of the Australian Military Forces and a reduction of 15,00 0
men in the strength of the R .A .A .F ., the target being to release 20,000
men by 31st December 1944, and 25,000 by 30th June 1945 . Thes e
reductions were to be in addition to discharges for normal wastage . Th e
existing restrictions on the release of nominated personnel for the dairyin g
industry were to be reviewed and proposals in respect to further release s
from each of the three services submitted . Blamey was reminded tha t
when in London with Curtin he had given advice that the reduction o f
the A .M .F . to six divisions would release some 90,000 men . 5 The monthl y
intake of men for the three services was to remain at a total of 3,000 .
The application of this order, so the Defence Committee reported a
fortnight later, would mean further reductions of anti-aircraft and coas t
defences, reduction of Central Australian Lines of Communication, limitin g
the extent to which the Army was maintaining other services and civilian s
in Australia, and exhausting the pool of reinforcements . By these economie s
in manpower a force of six divisions and two armoured brigades coul d
be maintained for active operations until June 1945, but after that dat e
2
3

War Cabinet Minute 3180, Agendum 457/1943 .
Advisory War Council Minutes 1322 of 21 Mar 1944, 1344 of 20 Apr and 1357 of 2 May ;
War Cabinet Minute 3523 of 3 May .
4 Advisory War Council Minute 1403 and War Cabinet Minute 3655 of 5 Jul 1944 .
5
The War Commitments Committee had reported that demands by high priority industries fo r
the six months ending December 1944 were 78,662 persons and resources were at least 39,000 shor t
of this figure . War Cabinet Agendum 342/1944, Supplement No . 1, 2 Aug 1944 ; War Cabinet
Minute 3691, 4 Aug 1944 . Notes of conferences on the Australian War Effort, Melbourne,
2 Au g
1944, between Prime Minister, Service Ministers and General Blarney on Defence Departmen t
file 1403/1410 .
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at least one division would have to be disbanded to rehabilitate the others .
The air force, after reorganising and making similar economies in manpower, would comprise approximately 48 squadrons at 30th June 1945 .
Blarney, supported by the Defence Committee, made out a case for
reducing the proposed discharges from the army from 45,000 to 39,000 6
(the figure the War Commitments Committee had estimated as th e
deficiency in high priority industries' manpower requirements) .
After considering this review, War Cabinet gave a direction on 23r d
August that the total reduction by 30th June 1945 was to be 45,00 0
men-30,000 from the A .M .F. and 15,000 from the R .A .A .F., thes e
figures being based on the estimate that the discharges from the service s
by normal wastage during the same period would be 58,300 . The reductions were to include approximately 4,000 personnel nominated fo r
release for the dairying industry . The objective of the services should b e
to maintain the greatest possible striking forces from the personnel mad e
available to them . ?
This action was reported to the Advisory War Council for their information and the Country Party members of the Council found another opportunity of referring to the urgent need of releasing more servicemen to wor k
in the dairying industry . 8
On 12th August Curtin had again urged Churchill, in a persona l
message, to associate a British naval force with the attack on the Philip pines . "I am deeply concerned at the position that would arise in ou r
Far Eastern Empire," he said, "if any considerable American opinio n
were to hold that America fought a war on principle in the Far Eas t
and won it relatively unaided while the other Allies, including ourselves ,
did very little towards recovering our lost property ." 9
Churchill, in reply to this cablegram and the cablegram of 4th July ,
forwarded to Curtin on 23rd August the conclusions reached by th e
United Kingdom Defence Committee and communicated to the Combine d
Chiefs of Staff in Washington on British strategy for the war against
Japan . He pointed out that conditions had altered considerably since th e
United Kingdom gave the undertaking at Casablanca that, on the defeat
of Germany, Britain would assist the United States to the utmost of he r
power to defeat Japan. The advance of the American forces across th e
Pacific had been accelerated ; the Japanese had strongly reinforced Burm a
and their strength in that country had risen from four and a half t o
ten divisions ; the likelihood of aggressive action by the Japanese Flee t
in the Bay of Bengal was now remote ; the Allies now had overwhelmin g
air superiority in the South-East Asia theatre . Britain in protecting communications to China and Yunnan and protecting the frontier of Indi a
was committed to a long-drawn-out struggle in the jungles and swamp s
of Burma, and in the first six months of 1944 her troops there ha d
6

War Cabinet Agendum 342/1944, Supplement No . 2, 21 Aug 1944 .
7 War Cabinet Minute 3740, 23 Aug 1944 .
8 Advisory War Council Minute 1410, 7 Sep 1944 and Agendum 17/1944, Supplement No . 1 .
D Telegram Johcu 81 to Churchill, 12 Aug 1944 .
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suffered a wastage of 282,000 from sickness and disease and a loss o f
40,000 killed, wounded or missing . Mountbatten' s plan to capture Rangoo n
was now about to go before the Combined Chiefs of Staff in Washington .
A strong fleet was being built up by Britain in the Bay of Bengal t o
operate as early as possible and wherever required against Japan . By
mid-1945 it would probably comprise four battleships, six fleet carriers ,
four light fleet carriers, 15 escort carriers, 20 cruisers, 40 escorts and a
considerable fleet train . It would operate under United States command .
If, however, the United States Chiefs of Staff were unable to accept sup port of a British fleet in the main operations, Churchill suggested th e
alternative arrangement of a British Empire task force under a Britis h
commander, consisting of British, Australian and New Zealand land, se a
and air forces to operate in the South-West Pacific under MacArthur' s
supreme command) .
There was some disposition in Australia to be annoyed that Churchil l
should have carried his proposals so far without reference to Australi a
and in particular there was concern lest the alternative proposal for a
British Empire task force might disturb existing arrangements with Mac Arthur . Curtin, however—perhaps showing one of the consequences of
the personal and friendly meeting with Churchill in London—took som e
care over phrasing his views and was met with comradely reassurance .
Any other system than that established for the drawing up of plans b y
the Combined Chiefs of Staff, without previous reference to the Governments whose forces were included in the plan, would lead to "almos t
innumerable " people being brought into consultation before any pla n
could be settled, said Churchill . "The readiness of all Dominion Governments to accept this system had been much appreciated . It has, I am sure
you will agree, given to the higher direction of our affairs a coherenc e
which would otherwise have been lacking ." 2
In a message of 11th September Churchill informed Curtin that h e
was on his way to Quebec to discuss the whole question of the strateg y
for the war against Japan with the President and the United States Chief s
of Staff . In this case, too, there was a disposition in some quarters i n
Australia to see an affront, and although Curtin promptly issued a publi c
statement that he was quite satisfied that the views of the Australia n
Government were being adequately and clearly put in the discussions ,
Australian newspapers were rife with suggestions that Australia shoul d
be there, the name of Dr Evatt figuring prominently as the man to go . 3
From some unknown source Canadian and American newspapers als o
picked up stories of Australian "dissatisfaction" at exclusion from Quebec .
Without prompting from Australia, Churchill asked the Australian Hig h
Commissioner in Ottawa to meet him and subsequently, at the reques t
of Curtin4 arranged for Sir John Lavarack, head of the Australian Militar y
i Telegram Winch 5, 23 Aug 1944 .
a Telegram Johcu 82, to Churchill, 1 Sep 1944 and Winch 6 from Churchill, 11 Sep 1944 .
E .g . Daily Telegraph, 14 Sep 1944 .
4 Telegrams Johcu 83, 14 Sep, and 1417 to Washington, 16 Sep .
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Mission in the United States also to come to Quebec to keep in touch
with the British Chiefs of Staff . When the talks were over Curtin, who
in the meantime had received further friendly and informative telegram s
from Churchill, but apparently without at once sharing them with hi s
War Cabinet colleagues, issued a statement :
The British Commonwealth was sharing in the recent discussions at Quebec wit h
President Roosevelt and was represented by its most conspicuous leader, who spok e
for the whole British Commonwealth and Empire . The problem at the Quebe c
conference was the use of British Empire forces in the Pacific war and the tota l
that Australia has in these forces had been decided previously by Mr Churchill ,
President Roosevelt and myself.

The upshot of the Quebec conference, which Churchill described t o
Curtin as "a blaze of friendship and unity", was an agreement that th e
British Fleet would participate in the main operations against Japan, the
actual method of its employment to be decided from time to time i n
accordance with prevailing circumstances, and that the British Empire Ai r
Forces should take their share in the heavy bombardment of Japan . In
view of this agreement the suggestion for a British Empire task force unde r
MacArthur did not arise . The offensive in Burma would be launche d
against Rangoon, if possible, in March 1945 .
"For the purposes of planning production and allocation of manpower, "
said Churchill, "it has been agreed that the end of the Japanese wa r
should be set at eighteen months after the defeat of Germany . This
date will be reviewed periodically in the light of developments ." He als o
informed Curtin that the whole problem of the re-deployment of forces
after the end of the war in Europe was being earnestly studied in al l
its aspects . 5
The results of the conference were regarded as highly satisfactory bot h
for the fuller opportunities they had given for British participation i n
the Pacific and for the prospect of an earlier victory against Japan . "With
the addition of this overwhelming strength to that of the Americans, "
Curtin cabled to Churchill, "I look forward to the speedy achievemen t
against our Asiatic enemy of the same brilliant and decisive successes a s
are being gained against Germany . . . . It will be a source of pleasure t o
you to learn that my War Cabinet and the Advisory War Council who hav e
been given the substance of the broad picture are gratified at all that i s
involved . Heartiest congratulations and warmest regards ." 6
It is difficult to test the statesmanship of what was done by the Australia n
Government in 1944 without knowing more clearly what was in Curtin' s
mind . There are some indications that about the time of the Prim e
Ministers' conference and afterwards he may not have been sharing al l
his information and all his thoughts with other Ministers . His own
relations with Churchill had greatly improved but his External Affair s
Minister, Evatt, was still clamant for a greater share by Australia in th e
Telegrams Winch 7, 8 and 9, 18 Sep 1944 .
e Johcu 85, to Churchill, 21 Sep 1944.
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conduct of the war and saw Churchill as the main obstacle to that
ambition . In London, Curtin had groped towards closer British Common wealth cooperation and had personally revived a suggestion for somethin g
in the nature of a Commonwealth secretariat, but this excursion seem s
to have been a surprise to his colleagues back at home and particularl y
to Evatt .
Curtin's interest in promoting greater British activity in the war agains t
Japan, linked with a wish to ensure that British interest and influence i n
the region were maintained after the war, would appear to have bee n
fed by his doubts where the themes of internationalism, admiration fo r
the Soviet Union and criticism of British imperialism might lead . Curtin
himself does not seem to have had ambitions for Australia to make a
name on the world scene . He certainly had his strong doubts about where
the growing activities of Evatt might lead in the international sphere
and what the effect on the Australian people might be . 7
It is probable that the mainspring of Curtin ' s leadership in this phas e
was a conception of the welfare of the Australian people which wa s
limited to their life at home . His strongest and trusted helper at this tim e
was Chifley, to whom he had confided Post-War Reconstruction, an d
Chifley was more concerned with the economic aftermath of the wa r
and the problems of managing the Australian economy during and after
the war than in participating in debates on strategy . In December 194 3
the first outline of the major plans for post-war reconstruction had bee n
given by Chifley and in July 1944, after his return from London, Curtin
announced to Parliament the Government's post-war employment objectives, revealing the influence on him of Ernest Bevin's planning in Britain .
Two other elements in the situation almost certainly had an effect o n
any Cabinet decisions on these issues . In the administrative machin e
the manpower authorities and sections of the Department of War Organisation of Industry concerned with manpower were much more expert an d
active than the armed services . The papers they prepared for Cabine t
and the supporting documents they furnished were far superior in range
and exactness of information, in analysis and in argument to anything tha t
came from the Chiefs of Staff . Their overwhelming expertness was one
of the earliest demonstrations of the inevitability of bureaucracy whe n
Governments are called at short notice to deal with a multiplicity o f
complicated detail . The second element was MacArthur, on whom Curtin
appeared to be leaning more and more for military advice . There is scant
documentary record in the Australian archives of what advice MacArthu r
gave to Curtin but his known views would have confirmed the ide a
that Australia should not seek to play a more active part in operation s
beyond the South-West Pacific Area .
Having regard to the pressure of the demands on Australia, the Wa r
T

The author acknowledges that he is unable to escape at this point from the strong impression s
left by his personal association, as an officer of the Department of External Affairs, with som e
of the events and personalities of this period, and from the memory of personal conversation s
with Curtin (based on a pre-war friendship) .
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Cabinet decisions were inescapable . The role of supplier was probably
the one that Australia was expected by her Allies to fill and there wa s
certainly no reproach from them over the decisions taken . Yet there wer e
those at the time and since who felt that Australia should have sough t
a more active role in the forthcoming offensives against Japan . Evat t
thought so . The military leaders and at least some of the men in the
forces thought so . Considering all circumstances, it is doubtful whethe r
in fact they could have done more than the Curtin Government decide d
they should do . This is one of the points, however, at which it is difficult
to judge Curtin for lack of exact knowledge whether in his own mind
he had chosen what he thought best or whether he did what he could no t
avoid doing, although, as indicated at several points earlier in this volume ,
there is some evidence (for example in his handling of the conscription
issue) that he saw desirable limits to Australia's role in the offensive afte r
the Japanese attack had been checked .
5—DEMANDS FROM ALLIED FORCES IN AUSTRALI A
AND BEYON D
Throughout 1943 there had been a steady growth in the volume o f
Reciprocal Lend-Lease . Up to the end of August the recorded Australian
expenditure was £78,700,000 and it was probable that the estimate t o
the end of the year (£84,000,000) would be exceeded . More than half
the estimate had been for supplies, including food, camp stores, munitions ,
wireless and signal stores, engineer stores and ships and the bulk of th e
remainder for works including the building of camps, hospitals, airfields ,
fleet accommodation, roads, wharves and electricity services . 8
Behind the making of these arrangements lay the general problem o f
balancing the demands of the Australian forces for men and material ,
the essential needs of the civilian population, the export of certai n
quantities of food-stuffs to the United Kingdom and the provision of
food, general supplies, works and services to the United States forces .
The needs of the United States forces were estimated to involve th e
employment of about 75,000 civilians at the end of 1943 and the numbe r
was expected to rise to 100,000 by June 1944 . Of these 13,500 were
employed directly by the United States forces as civilian employees . 9
In addition, the supplying of the Americans withdrew from other use s
many staple foodstuffs . At the end of 1943 the United States demands fro m
Australia for the South-West Pacific Area and the South Pacific Are a
were for dairy produce equivalent to 99,000,000 gallons of whole milk ,
29,000,000 dozen eggs, 3,150,000 cases of canned fruit, 7,882,000 gallon s
of fruit and tomato juices and 208,000 tons of meat . By necessity, th e
allocations made were lower .
The Munitions Department was overwhelmed with orders, and at th e
8

War Cabinet Agendum 471/43, 9 Nov 1943 . See Appendix 8, "Machinery for the Coordinatio n
of the Requirements of the Australian and United States Forces in the South-West Pacific Area " .
e Agendum 41/1944 .
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end of 1943 found itself with American demands totalling ove r
£24,000,000, which at the current rate of deliveries represented abou t
twenty months' production of the particular items required . The main
items were refrigeration plant, wireless and signal stores and small marin e
craft and ship repairs . The department could not possibly meet thes e
commitments and at the same time release 20,000 men as directed by th e
War Cabinet in October, and the Americans were so informed . Th e
Government had to clamp down on additional demands . '
Early in October 1943 the United States Government made a formal
request for the extension of Reciprocal Lend-Lease to include ra w
materials and food-stuffs imported by the United States Governmen t
from Australia . Hitherto Australia's liability had been limited to supplie s
to United States forces in Australia and its territories . A committee of
officials who studied the proposal reported to the Treasurer to the effec t
that acceptance of the proposal need not seriously affect Australia' s
overseas financial position if certain precautions were taken, but ther e
might be much more serious effects on Australia's internal problems . Yet,
the United States request might be granted safely provided certain safe guards were raised, principally to ensure that all demands for reciprocal
aid were closely reviewed and their urgency weighed against the effect s
each would have on other forms of war production and on Australia n
civilian consumption . The War Cabinet, however, felt that it had reache d
the limits of its contribution under Reciprocal Lend-Lease arrangement s
and could not commit itself "to meeting requests for an unspecified serie s
of commodities" which the United States Government might in future see k
to bring within the scope of the Reciprocal Lend-Lease Agreement .
Without variation of the existing agreement, however, the Government
"was prepared to consider from time to time the inclusion of certai n
specific commodities within the scope of the present arrangements" . 2 Thi s
decision was maintained in face of further representations both fro m
Washington and London . 3
In a formal reply to the United States Government, delivered i n
Washington on 5th November, the Australian Government set out its
views as follows :
The provision of Reciprocal Aid under the present arrangements in conjunctio n
with the requirements of our own forces and other essential commitments is imposin g
such a heavy strain on our very limited resources that we are already faced wit h
a serious manpower shortage which will be intensified as the Allied Forces base d
in Australia grow and the demands under the present Reciprocal Lend-Lease Agreement increase . After a full examination of present and prospective commitment s
the Commonwealth Government feels that these commitments are so great an d
our manpower position so acute that Australia has reached the practical limit s
of the contribution it can make by way of reciprocal aid .

The United States Government, in reviewing its request, made it clea r
i War Cabinet Minute 3288, 21 Jan 1944 .
a War Cabinet Minute 3114, 19 Oct 1943 .
8 War Cabinet Minute 3141, 4 Nov 1943 ; and Minute 3271, 21 Jan 1944.
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that its proposal related only to exports which were already being shippe d
to America against cash payment and that no additional drain on Australian manpower was involved . It was asserted that the proposal was a
purely financial one . The United States would make separate requests in
respect to each commodity required and in each case the final decisio n
whether or not to supply it as reciprocal aid would rest with the Australia n
Government . The Australian documents do not clearly reveal why Australian suspicion of the proposal remained, but two additional factor s
which they do disclose are the fact that, while seeking this extension o f
reciprocal aid from Australia, the United States was excluding from it s
own Lend-Lease aid such articles of civilian use as tobacco, and the
belief held in some quarters in Australia that the United States, looking
ahead to post-war commerce, was trying to limit the amount of dolla r
balances held by British Empire countries in the United States . Allie d
with this there may have been some nervousness lest this system of
handing over goods in return for a book entry might be extended furthe r
and further . Overseas balances were the supreme good in Australia n
financial policy .
The decisions of October 1943 for a readjustment of the war effor t
had included a decision that there were definite limits to the acceptance
of Lend-Lease commitments by Australia and hence a choice would have
to be made between various American demands . Subsequently the Treasur y
reached the opinion that under existing administrative arrangements i t
was impossible to carry out the decision and that a central authority shoul d
be created to receive United States requests, instead of allowing them t o
go direct to the Australian supplying department . American demand s
were likely to increase and unless they were coordinated with othe r
demands and considered in relation to the whole Australian economy th e
situation might become chaotic . Accordingly the Treasurer recommende d
to the War Cabinet on 11th February 1944 that a central authority fo r
reciprocal aid be set up and that it should function under the control o f
Production Executive, the chairman of which was also a presiding Ministe r
of the War Commitments Committee. 4
The Department of Supply and Shipping, however, regarded such proposals as "involving an interference with the administrative discretio n
of the department and the responsibility of the Minister" and strongl y
opposed them . Their point of view was based on the simple tenet tha t
Australia should supply all demands "to the limit of our capacity " .
"Broadly speaking," the departmental statement said, "the department s
concerned are the best judges ; they have a practical day-to-day knowledge
of the production of the industries with which they are concerned ,
including capacity, manpower and materials . This is a specialised knowledge in these particular fields which other departments or bodies canno t
be expected to possess, and enables the particular department to arrange
for the turning out of supplies to the best of advantage and with th e
4 War Cabinet Agendum 75/1944 .
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minimum waste . No general survey can form an efficient substitute . T o
attempt to set up a body above the production departments to determin e
such matters would not work . "
The dispute was taken to the Full Cabinet on 4th April where it s
discussion was mingled with other matters, and the decision was t o
appoint a committee which would be presided over by the Minister fo r
Trade and Customs and consist of two representatives of each of th e
Departments of the Treasury, Supply and Shipping, Munitions, Labou r
and National Service, War Organisation of Industry and Aircraft Production and the Controller-General of Food, "to consider all matters relatin g
to Reciprocal Lend-Lease Administration and the manpower implication s
involved". 5 This committee's report, in three sections, dealt with a centra l
authority for Reciprocal Lend-Lease ; the problem of manpower transfer s
to meet the munitions depression ; and resumption of exports by th e
Commonwealth . On the first the recommendation was for a " Reciprocal
Aid Committee representing Treasury, Manpower, War Organisation o f
Industry and the department concerned in the particular item of suppl y
under consideration" . 6 The Cabinet " approved the need to establish a
central control for the purpose of examination and deciding all majo r
demands (except works projects and munition items dealt with by th e
Defence Committee) made by United States forces" but rejected th e
proposed committee and decided the central control should for the tim e
being be vested in the Treasurer . ? Subsequent reports on Reciproca l
Lend-Lease, therefore, came to the War Cabinet over the name of a
Treasury official as "Director, Reciprocal Lend-Lease Finance " . 8
Prolonged negotiations were also conducted to try to bring som e
modification in American demands through an adjustment of America n
ration scales . 9 This matter was eventually referred to the Production
Executive of Cabinet for consideration in connection with its extensiv e
report on the capacity of the Australian war effort to maintain Australian ,
United States and possible United Kingdom forces, to supply civilia n
needs, and to supply agreed exports to the United Kingdom and Indi a
plus any other exports . The United States forces' ration was not mentione d
specifically but on requirements for United States forces the decisio n
covered reduction in such items as steel sheets, flywire gauze and timber ,
and the Food Executive was to give "special attention to the need t o
relieve strain on Australian manpower by arranging for United State s
forces to ship direct to forward areas larger supplies of canned an d
other processed food from the United States of America") .
& Full Cabinet Agendum 633 ; War Cabinet Agendum 75/1944 and Supplement No . 1 .
6 Full Cabinet Agendum 633A, 4 May 1944 .
7 E1111 Cabinet meeting of 10 May 1944.
8 W . E . Dunk. See for example War Cabinet Agendum 407/1945, Minute 4460, 4 Oct 1945 .
9 War Cabinet Agenda 87/1944, 336/1944, 391/1944 .
I War Cabinet Agendum 473/1944 contained the recommendations of Production Executive an d
the War Commitments Committee on the matters referred to them by War Cabinet Minute 3655 ,
5th July 1944 . Agendum 473/1944 was considered by the Advisory War Council on 19th Octobe r
1944 after being considered by War Cabinet on 27th September . See War Cabinet Minute 385 8
of 19th October for final decision confirming Advisory War Council recommendations .
A further report on food requirements rn the light of these decisions was prepared by the
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Alongside the problem of screening the American demands for reciproca l
aid, certain problems had arisen in meeting Australian commitments t o
countries of the Eastern Group Supply Council . A recent mission fro m
the Eastern Group Supply Council had directed attention both to th e
urgent need of India for certain supplies from Australia, principall y
railway equipment, and to the fact that India was the only source o f
supply for Australia of jute, mica, linseed, shellac and strychnine, whil e
she was also a useful source of textiles and cotton yarn . The regrettable
fact, however, was that Australia had not lived up to her commitments .
In a frank submission to the War Cabinet by the Ministers for Munition s
and Aircraft Production and the Acting Minister for Supply and Shipping ,
dated 18th February 1944, reference was made to the great embarrassment that had been caused by Australia in summarily cancelling orders ,
diverting them to other purposes or prohibiting export . Instances coul d
be quoted where units in Eastern Group operations had been immobilise d
in whole or in part because of Australia's failure to honour her contract s
and that if in future Australia did not stand up to her obligations th e
success of operations might be jeopardised . Australian prestige had bee n
impaired and the situation could only be repaired if there was a clea r
understanding on the part of all concerned that once an order wa s
accepted the goods would be delivered . The Ministerial submission also
directed attention to the difficulty which had been caused by the fact that ,
for some time past, part of the Eastern Group programmes had bee n
screened by the Allied Supply Council and, to quote the incomparabl e
prose of officialdom, "there has been a tendency on the part of th e
United States representatives to be more forceful in the direction o f
enunciating principles as to the avenues in which our productive capacit y
should be dispersed " . The three Ministers suggested the appointment o f
a Cabinet Sub-Committee to determine "the disposition of export capacit y
generally, with the exception of those groups subject to assignment and
also food-stuffs which are allocated in consultation with the Combined
Food Board" . The eventual decision taken by the Full Cabinet was t o
refer these matters, too, to the interdepartmental committee presided ove r
by the Minister for Trade and Customs . 2 The matter was considered i n
association with another agendum 3 "Australian Export Trade—Wartime
and Post-War Policy" and the Cabinet decided that the committee whic h
had been recommended for Reciprocal Lend-Lease, but which it ha d
rejected, would be suitable to decide on acceptance of export orders .4
Controller-General of Food, J . F . Murphy, but did not go to the War Cabinet . It was discusse d
by an inter-departmental committee (which produced its comments as Production Executiv e
Agendum 39/1945) and it went to the Production Executive as part of more up-to-date informatio n
in Production Executive Agendum 63/1945 provided by the Minister for Commerce and Agriculture .
In the process the Food Executive had authorised advices to the United Kingdom Governmen t
and the Combined Food Board, Washington, so that Ministerial approval of any necessary
action was not lacking . The intervening period, moreover, was one of major changes in th e
military situation, and the question of ration scales for the United States services becam e
relatively unimportant .
2 War Cabinet Agendum 77/1944 ; Minute 3384, 20 Mar, and 3567, 23 May ; Full Cabinet Agendu m
633A, Part III .
E Full Cabinet Agendum 656 .
2 Full Cabinet decision 10 May on Part III of 633A .
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In operation, the committee consisting of Treasury, Manpower, Wa r
Organisation of Industry and the department concerned with the particular item (Post-War Reconstruction and Commerce and Agricultur e
were added later 5 ) and which became known as the Export Committee ,
obtained Cabinet approval for a procedure by which all department s
would send details of every overseas inquiry or order to the secretar y
of the committee, who would transmit information to members, obtai n
a report and recommendation for the department responsible for supply
and submit this recommendation to the committee . Mixed programme s
would be referred to the Department of Supply and Shipping to carry
out the necessary sorting and coordination, obtain the necessary information from interested departments and forward recommendations for consideration by the committee .
While adopting these measures for the handling of exports the Wa r
Cabinet reaffirmed its earlier decision s about principles and directed th e
Export Committee to have regard to them : "The primary consideration
in every proposal is whether it makes the maximum contribution to th e
Australian war effort in the South-West Pacific Area, except where i t
can be justified as a contribution which can be peculiarly made b y
Australia to the efforts of the United Nations in another theatre, fo r
example, the supply of foodstuffs to Britain ." 7
The working out of these arrangements had been accompanied by a
good deal of tugging and pushing by interested departments and at time s
it might have seemed that who should handle a question was mor e
important than how it should be handled . As the year passed by, tw o
new demands on Australian supplies arose : one from the Netherland s
East Indies (submitted through MacArthur and the Allied Supply Council )
for supplies for the rehabilitation of reoccupied areas or those about to
be reoccupied, and the other in respect of U .N .R .R .A . (United Nation s
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration) . 8

6

War Cabinet Minute 3684, 22 Jul .
War Cabinet Minute 2968 . (It had been used verbatim in Curtin's policy speech of 26th Jul y
1943—Digest of Decisions and Announcements, No . 62 . )
c War Cabinet Minute 3684, 22 Jul 1944 and Agendum 365/1944 .
8 Agendum 415/1944 and Agendum 695/1944 .

